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Abstract

With the rapid growth of vehicle, a series of social problems such as excessive

energy consumption and environmental pollution have emerged. New energy vehicle

lightweight is an important way to reduce energy consumption and pollutant

emissions. Magnesium and its alloys have a diverse range of markets and applications

due to their advantageous characteristics.Combined with characteristics of magnesium

alloy and application on the of wheel for research. The main research work include

the following aspects:

(1) Lightweight of vehicle is a significant application trends, using topology

optimization and magnesium alloy materials is a valuable way. This article design a

new model of vehicle wheel and optimize the structure for lightweight. Through

measuring and analyzing designed model under static force, clear and useful topology

optimization result were obtained. Comparing wheel performance before and after

optimization, the optimized wheel structure compliance with conditions such as

strength can be obtained. Considering three different materials namely magnesium

alloy, aluminum alloy and steel, the stress and strain performances of each materials

can be obtained by finite element analysis. The reasonable and superior of magnesium

alloy wheel for lightweight design were obtained. This research predicts the reliability

of the optimization design, some valuable references are provided for the

development of magnesium alloy wheel.

(2) The casting material in this study is magnesium alloy used for wheel

lightweight. Analysis of casting process is a very complex issue, this research based

on finite element theory and actual production, designed reasonable casting model,

instant filling and solidification data were obtained. Aiming at reducing casting

defects, process optimization of casting riser structure were designed. Optimized

casting process could reduce the probability of defects in castings, improve the quality

of castings.Through the simulation and optimization in the casting process, provided a

rational design for the casting process. On the basis of the foundation, it has important

guiding significance for actual foundry production.
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(3) Designing lightweight and comfortable vehicles is a primary aim of the

industry. Lightweight wheel designs can have a negative effect on the dynamic impact

performance of the wheel; therefore striking a balance between these two factors is a

key objective in the design of vehicles. Magnesium alloy wheels were investigated as

magnesium alloy has damping performance advantages over some metal materials.

Damping test methods were designed to establish the damping performance

parameters of the magnesium alloy material. A finite element analysis model of

magnesium alloy wheels was established with certain boundary conditions and

constraints. The applicability of the model was verified by free modal evaluation of

the wheel. Dynamic impact simulation analysis of the designed wheels was carried

out and the dynamic speed responses of magnesium alloy wheels under the impact of

a dynamic load on the road surface were obtained. Comparing the dynamic impact

performance of magnesium and aluminum alloy wheels with the same structure,

showed that the magnesium alloy wheel achieved the target weight reduction of

32.3%, however the dynamic impact performance was reduced. In order to realize the

lightweight design, the dynamic impact performance of the magnesium alloy wheel

should not be inferior to that of the aluminum alloy wheel, therefore the design of the

magnesium alloy wheel structure was optimized. The structural design optimization

of the magnesium alloy wheel was carried out by defining the structural parameters of

the wheel and using the acceleration and shock response of the wheel as the outputs.

The optimization of weight reduction and dynamic impact performance of magnesium

alloy wheels was achieved.

Consequently, the designed magnesium alloy wheel was shown to have

improved ride comfort while satisfying wheel structural performance standards and

provided lightweight design.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
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1.1 Background and significance of the research

Recently，with the developing and various revolutions in vehicle technology，the

vehicle has made significant progress in society. Cars and various fuel vehicles have

become an indispensable part of people life [1].With the increase of automobile

production, fuel consumption, environmental pollution and safety issues have

gradually become a problem that can not be ignored. From the perspective of

long-term and sustainable development, energy conservation and environmental

protection are two major problems that need to be solved in the development of the

automobile industry. Major countries and regions in the world have begun to develop

pure electric,new energy vehicles such as hybrids.In terms of current economic and

technological level,any new energy source is not as economical, efficient and

convenient as fossil energy such as oil and natural gas [2-12]. Increasing in human

technology, when some technology have been customized and serialized, lightweight

technology has become the most important way to solve the two major problems of

energy conservation and environmental protection. Building lighter vehicles is one of

the most important ways to save energy and protect the environment [13-17]. World

primary energy consumption were shown as Fig.1.1.

Fig.1.1 World primary energy consumption [18].
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The quality of the vehicle has a very important impact on fuel consumption.

According to statistics, when the quality of a complete vehicle is reduced by about

10%, when the vehicle is 100 to 120km/h, the fuel consumption per 100 kilometers

can be reduced by 0.5 to 0.7L.Therefore, from the perspective of energy saving and

emission reduction and fuel consumption reduction, reducing the weight of the car is

one of the effective methods [19-20].The main way approach to lightweight the car

weight is to reduce the construction of structural parts through the optimization of the

vehicle structure and use the lighter materials to manufacture the car structural.

Wheels account for a large proportion of the weight of the vehicle, wheel lightweight

is an effective way. Lightweight materials such as magnesium alloys are used instead

of steel to make wheels weight reduction [21]. Lightweight materials for the

manufacture of vehicle structural parts have become the vehicle lightweight industrial

technology [22-25]. Lightweight materials were shown as Fig.1.2.

Fig.1.2 Lightweight materials [26].

Manufacturing technology is an integration and paradigm of modern technology

and industrial innovation.It is the main symbol of the national manufacturing level.Is

the foundation and pillar of national industry [27-28].As a basic industry, casting has

a pivotal position in the national economy.Casting products account for a large

proportion of mechanical manufacturing products.In the casting process，due to the

complexity and invisibility of the molten metal filling and solidification process,the
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casting process is very complicated [29-30].In traditional production practices, design

the casting process need long cycle and high cost with have seriously hindered the

rapid development of the foundry industry.The rise and development of the numerical

simulation of the casting process overcomes the drawbacks of the traditional

production method.It has opened up new avenues for the design of castings. With the

rapid development of computer technology, numerical simulation of the casting

process (including casting filling, solidification process, shrinkage shrinkage

prediction, computer simulation of stress analysis) become one of the frontiers

development of the foundry discipline [31-36]. Which has important implications to

reduce casting costs, shorten the design development cycle, improving the quality of

castings. Therefore, it makes significance to study the casting of the wheel.

In recent years, people have become more and more demanding on driving safety

and comfort of automobiles [37-38]. When the vehicle weight is light, it is easy to

cause a decrease in comfort.Therefore, the contradiction between meeting the

requirements of consumer safety and comfort with the weight of vehicle has become

increasingly prominent [39-42].Magnesium alloys are listed as the preferred materials

by achieve the weight reduction of vehicles and improve the safety and comfort of

vehicles. Magnesium alloy is the lightest metal structural material with good shock

absorption performance, high specific strength, high specific stiffness and

dimensional stability [43-45]. As one of the most important structural parts on the

vehicle, the wheel is subjected to various loads such as impact and vibration during

driving, and the force state is complicated. In order to ensure safe service, the

materials to be manufactured must have sufficient strength, high plasticity, copper

properties and high fatigue strength properties. The use of magnesium alloy wheels

can achieve a lightweight body while also improving the NVH effect [46-52].

In view of the current status of the application of magnesium alloy wheel

structure design and forming technology, this research summarizes and analyzes the

research status of magnesium alloy wheel design and forming technology.Study on

the lightweight design and casting forming technology of magnesium alloy wheel
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structures. The vibration performance of the wheel were analyzed.It has important

engineering application value and significance for magnesium alloy wheel.

1.2 Background and development of magnesium alloy

1.2.1 Magnesium alloy development

Magnesium is a typical light metal material. Magnesium is a non-magnetic metal

with good thermal conductivity and non-toxicity. It is a close-packed hexagonal lattice，

with low density and easy to cut. It has the outstanding advantages of effectively

shielding electromagnetic radiation and being easy to recycle. Magnesium is one of

the most widely distributed elements in the earth's crust, about 2% of the total crust

and 1% of the total amount of seawater, the content is second only to aluminum and

iron in structural metallic materials [53-56].Due to the very active chemical nature of

magnesium, in nature, magnesium can only exist in the form of compounds, minerals

containing magnesium compounds can be found everywhere on land. About more

than 1,500 available minerals currently known, there are more than 200 kinds of

magnesium minerals, mainly are sulfates, carbonate and silicate.The oceans and salt

lakes contain more magnesium than land. Among the more than 10 elements

contained in seawater, magnesium ranks third, it is estimated that about 1.3 kg of

magnesium per cubic meter of seawater, total reserves of magnesium in seawater are

about 2.3×1015 t. If calculate 1 million tons of magnesium per year from seawater

refining, magnesium can use 230,000 years, that is a very rich resource [57-60].

Magnesium has a very high thermal conductivity, good dimensional stability,

excellent energy absorption characteristics and it is a good material for making

vibration-damping parts.Magnesium is the easiest to process in metal, and processing

equipment is less demanding.Magnesium alloys also have good extrusion properties,

form ability and weld ability. In addition, the life of magnesium alloy castings is

longer than that of aluminum alloy.The reason is that the thermal fatigue value of

magnesium is much smaller than that of aluminum.The use of magnesium and its
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alloys has increased dramatically over the past decade. Magnesium is a good choice

for the most important structural applications. Magnesium supply is shown as Fig.1.3.

Fig.1.3 Magnesium supply [61].

In 1808, British scientist David used the method of potassium reduction of

magnesium oxide for the first time in the laboratory to produce magnesium metal,

which created a new era of magnesium.Since then, this metal of magnesium has

gradually entered people's field of vision.In the early 1940s, the Pijiang magnesium

smelting method was invented by the Canadian Pidgeon [62]. Due to the simple

production process and low production cost, the production of raw magnesium was

greatly improved, and the industrial production of magnesium and magnesium alloys

was a wide-ranging application has laid a solid foundation.The comprehensive

mechanical properties of the magnesium alloy material produced by the alloying

method are significantly improved, thereby realizing the use of the magnesium alloy

material as a structural material, which greatly expands the application range of the

magnesium metal.

Germany began industrial production of magnesium alloy materials in 1886, and

in 1930 first used magnesium alloy materials in car manufacturing [63]. In 1935, the

Soviet Union first used magnesium alloy materials for aircraft production, the Beetle

car introduced in 1936 was the first car to use a large number of magnesium alloys to

produce car parts. In the engine and transmission system, more than 18kg of die-cast
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magnesium alloy engine and gearbox housing were used. In 1938, magnesium alloy

was first used in the shell of a motorcycle crankcase in Birmingham, England. At

present, more and more car and motorcycle parts are being manufactured using

magnesium alloys. From the early 1970s to the end of the 1980s, due to the

worldwide oil crisis, car manufacturers began to consider the use of magnesium alloys

to make cars to reduce the weight of the car and reduce fuel consumption.In the 1990s,

due to restrictions on automobile exhaust emissions from environmental protection

agencies around the world, magnesium alloying the use of gold in cars has increased

dramatically.Since the beginning of the 21st century, in the development of

magnesium alloys, research on heat-resistant magnesium alloys, corrosion-resistant

magnesium alloys and special-function magnesium alloys has been better developed

[64-66].

Due to the outstanding advantages and almost inexhaustible reserves of

magnesium and magnesium alloys, magnesium alloy is called “the most promising

green material in the 21st century”. Magnesium alloy is the most promising new

generation of high performance structural materials to replace steel, aluminum alloys

and engineering plastics, it is used in vehicles and instruments such as automobiles

and motorcycles. The electronics industry, home appliances, light industry and

military fields also have great application potential and prospects, so magnesium and

magnesium alloys has been paid more and more attention.

1.2.2 Application of magnesium alloy on the wheel

Magnesium and its alloys were discovered for many years, they have been used

in aviation, aerospace, weapons, communications, home appliances, and

transportation industries for a long time. With the development of the times, people

are paying more and more attention to the development and application of magnesium

alloy materials [67-71]. In the 1920s magnesium began to make an appearance in the

vehicle industry. The light weight metal began to be used in racing cars to add to their

competitive edge. The interest in magnesium use in vehicle applications has increased
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over the past ten years because of weight and superior performance. Magnesium

supply were shown as Fig.1.4.

Fig.1.4 Magnesium Usage in different areas [61].

The manufacture of car structural parts from magnesium alloys has many

advantages, such as reduce the weight of the car body. The reduction in body weight

helps to increase the load capacity and payload of the vehicle. After the weight of the

car body reduced, the vehicle energy consumption demand is reduced. Magnesium

alloy has high damping coefficient and good seismic performance, that can improve

the comfort of driving the car. In view of the fact that magnesium alloy can realize the

weight reduction of the vehicle body and reduce the energy consumption of the

vehicle and the emission of exhaust gas, the world is competing to develop the

magnesium alloy material for vehicles and the application technology research of the

vehicle parts forming process.

Germany has always been research in the field of magnesium alloy

manufacturing vehicle parts，many company use magnesium alloys on vehicle to

manufacture vehicle structural parts. Germany Audi manufactures instrument panels

using magnesium alloy die-casting processes. German BMW Motors manufactures

engines with magnesium alloys and uses magnesium alloys on the outside of the

crankcase [72]. In the 1950s and 1960s, the American vehicle industry also used

magnesium alloys to make locomotive parts.Companies such as Ford, GM and

Chrysler have also been working on the development and manufacture of magnesium

alloy vehicle parts.Typical magnesium alloy automotive parts include clutch housings,
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steering column frames, intake manifolds, and lighting clamps. Magnesium alloys are

also used in the clutch bodies and brake pedal support brackets. GM successfully

developed magnesium alloy wheels in 1997, it is of great significance of magnesium

alloy application on vehicles [73-75].

The wheel is a component that is loaded between the axle and the tire and

consists of a rim and a spoke, where the rim is a component that supports and mounts

the tire, the spoke is a component that supported between the axle and the rim. During

the driving process, the wheel not only bears its own vertical load, but also bears

irregular loads from various directions due to various sudden situations. The wheel is

an important safety component in the vehicle driving system. Therefore, its structural

performance is also important to consider in the design process.In addition, the wheel

belongs to the appearance part of the car. In 2005, Peng Yinghong and others from

Shanghai Jiao Tong University conducted a finite element analysis on the

low-pressure die-casting of magnesium alloy automobile wheel, predicted the defects

such as porosity, and improved the quality of the low-pressure die-casting magnesium

alloy automobile by improving the cooling system. In 2007, Canadian scholar Xia

Zihui used the finite element method to simulate the forging process of magnesium

alloy, and used the experimental flow curve analysis of magnesium alloy AZ80 to

simulate the forging process of magnesium alloy vehicle wheel.The effect of friction

on the forming of magnesium alloy vehicle wheel were studied. American scholar

Shang Roert conducted a bending fatigue analysis on a forged magnesium alloy

automobile wheel in 2009, and calculated the fatigue safety factor of each unit. It was

found that the fatigue strength at the spokes did not meet the requirements and was

optimized by increasing the thickness to meet design requirements.Zhou Zhaoqing of

Chongqing University established a model of automobile wheel with magnesium

alloy as material, and predicted the fatigue life of the model. On this basis, the design

of the wheel was optimized and the weight of the wheel was reduced. In 2009, Tang

Hongqiang took the 15-inch model of the automobile wheel as the research object,

replaced the material with magnesium alloy, and studied its fatigue performance, and

found that the maximum stress in the static analysis is the area with the smallest
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life.At the same time, he also designed and analyzed the extrusion casting mold of

magnesium alloy wheel.With the continuous development of technology, more and

more researchers are conducting research on magnesium alloy wheels. Wheel in the

vehicle were shown as Fig.1.5.

Fig.1.5 Wheel in the vehicle [76].

In order to meet the aesthetic requirements of the customer, a variety of spoke

structures are designed on the basis of meeting the structural performance

requirements. The design of the spoke portion of the wheel not only requires

aesthetics and novelty, but also has different emphasis on different markets and

different regions. Lightweight design of the wheels can improve the fuel economy of

the car to a certain extent.Therefore, many wheel manufacturers regard the

lightweight design of products as one of the development directions of the enterprise

[77-80].

At present, in all cars, the use of magnesium alloy wheels is much less than that

of aluminum alloy wheels. It is even rarer in production cars. Generally, it is only

used in high-end cars such as Ferrari and Porsche. One of the main factors that

restricting magnesium alloy wheels development is the price of the wheels.

Magnesium alloy wheels are nearly twice as expensive as aluminum alloy wheels.
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Magnesium alloy wheels are has many advantages, it can not only achieve the

purpose of lightweight the wheel, but also can improve the ride comfort of the car,

with the reduction of raw material prices, the improvement of manufacturing industry

and equipment, and the improvement of anti-corrosion technology, the application of

magnesium alloys wheel will be more extensive [81-84]. In summary, considering the

advantages of magnesium alloy, it is very important to take advantage of magnesium

alloy wheel research. Different materials wheel were shown as Fig.1.6.

Fig.1.6 Different materials wheel [85].

Magnesium alloy wheels are lighter in weight and can be reduced by

approximately 70% compared to aluminum alloy wheels of the same performance. In

addition, the magnesium alloy wheel has other advantages: the vibration damping is

good, the magnesium alloy has a high damping coefficient, which is 15 times that of

the aluminum alloy. The larger the damping coefficient, the better the vibration

damping.The magnesium alloy wheel can reduce the body vibration of components

such as engines, transmissions, improves component life and ride comfort.

Magnesium alloy good thermal conductivity can release the accumulated heat at the

wheel faster, improve the braking performance, and prolong the service life of the

wheel.
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1.3 Research on magnesium alloy wheel

1.3.1 Magnesium alloy wheel lightweight design

The lightweight of the vehicle is based on the requirements of structural rigidity,

strength, durability, vibration noise, passive safety and cost. Through reasonable

material selection, optimization of the structure, and reasonable process, the

lightweight component will be obtained. Apply reasonable components to the right

place at the right time, and fully utilize the functions of bearing, strengthening and

energy absorption of various parts of the vehicle. As early as the beginning of the last

century, the car involved in motor sport was limited by the Motor Sports Association,

which became the world first car lightweight event. This provision also provides a

good start for the rapid development of vehicle lightweight in the future. Since then,

vehicle parts have begun to develop in a lightweight direction [86-88]. Moreover,

more lightweight casting component are beginning to appear on some parts of the

suspension and vehicle systems.

Lightweight construction is one of the most important requirements in vehicle

development. But how much weight is saved by lightweight construction depends

largely on the experience and intuition of the developers and designers.Since the

1970s, with the outbreak of the worldwide oil crisis, with the development of

automotive design, manufacturing process technology and automotive materials

technology, people began to pay more attention to the research of automotive

lightweight technology. Many researchers began to gradually apply to automotive

products, the total weight of the car began to appear decreasing year by year.

According to statistics, the average total weight of American mid-size cars has been

significantly reduced from the early 1980s to the late 1990s.By the end of the last

century, the total weight of some cars was controlled at around 800kg or even

lower.Among the commercial vehicle series, vehicle lightweight technology has also

begun to receive a large number of applications[89-92].

In order to achieve the goal of vehicle weight reduction, the researchers have a
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variety of ways around the entire design and manufacturing cycle of the vehicle,

within the limits of cost and current technical conditions.This includes improving

existing materials and processes, using new materials, new structures and so on to

achieve lightweight goal of vehicle[93-95]. Mainly through the following ways to

achieve vehicles lightweight:

(1) Achieve lightweight with a variety of lightweight materials

The use of new materials to achieve lightweight vehicles requires optimal design

of materials, that is, a reasonable match between the materials of the various parts of

the vehicle.Since various materials have different properties, these properties may be

common properties between different materials, or they may be unique properties of

individual materials.Therefore, in the optimization, under the premise of ensuring the

structural performance of the structure, how to design multiple attribute variables of

different materials for fast and effective optimization is the focus of lightweight

material optimization design.The use of lightweight lightweight materials in complete

vehicles and components is one of the main ways to reduce the weight of vehicle and

components in automotive lightweight design. In particular, with the advancement of

material processing technology in the 1990s, materials used in vehicle are pursuing

the realization of lightweight components while also moving toward high

performance. Vehicle lightweight materials are divided into two types of lightweight

metal materials and non-metal materials. Among them, aluminum alloys, magnesium

alloys and high-strength steels are light metal materials, and plastics, ceramics and

composite materials are non-metallic materials. In fact, due to the large number of

applications of non-metallic materials and new materials on automotive parts,

traditional metal materials are increasingly moving toward thinner thickness and

higher strength. Some suspensions and parts use a large number of alloys, such as

magnesium alloys which can greatly reduce the weight. Among industrial materials,

magnesium alloy is the lightest material with the lowest density[96-99]. At present,

many world vehicle manufacturing company have made magnesium an important

strategic material in this century, and have introduced relevant national magnesium

materials research plans.
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(2) Optimize the structure to achieve lightweight

Optimize the structure of the car, including structural optimization of the body

and structural optimization of components such as wheel. The main target of

structural optimization is to carry out the structural shape and size design while

meeting the requirements of the process.Automotive structure optimization can be

divided into size optimization and shape optimization. Among them, the size is

optimized for the section and part thickness, and the constraints are generally meet by

various performance targets. The shape optimization is to achieve the uniformity of

the internal force of the component while reducing the weight of the component.

Shape optimization is a kind of numerical optimization method based on the law of

biological growth.The basic principle can be described as the gradual increase in the

density of the material at the main force-carrying position of the part while the force

is being analyzed, while gradually reducing the material at other non-primary

forces.The basic principle can be described as the gradual increase in the density of

the material at the main force-carrying position of the part while the force is being

analyzed, while gradually reducing the material at other non-primary forces. By

arranging different materials at different positions, not only the waste of materials can

be reduced, the material distribution of the parts is more reasonable, but also the

material distribution of the stressed position is strengthened, thereby avoiding the

occurrence of high peaks of local stress, and finally achieving the reduction of parts

quality. Lightweight of the wheel can also be achieved through structural

optimization[100-105].

The advantage of the optimization of the automobile structure is that not only the

research and development cost is relatively small, but also the light weight effect is

often achieved, which is one of the reasons why the structural optimization is highly

valued in many manufacturers.In general, the application of lightweight materials

often requires a long development cycle and more research and development costs. In

comparison, the weight reduction of the vehicle structure is mainly through structural

analysis optimization of the components, improving the structure, making the

components thinner, hollow and miniaturized.The structure improvement of vehicle
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have enabled the lightweight of vehicle.In the early stage of vehicle development,

such as the conceptual design stage, and increase the lightweight design optimization

of the overall structure or parts, it can achieve less capital investment and shorter

development cycle.

At present, technologies such as finite element analysis and computer-aided

manufacturing are becoming more and more mature. These technologies bring great

convenience and speed to the optimization of vehicle structure for the purpose of

weight reduction. If these modern design methods are used reasonably, they can

reasonably plan the performance of the vehicle, quickly realize the lightweight design

of the vehicle. Through the use of technology and the combination of technology, the

entire vehicle development cycle can be used to analyze and calculate the

performance of the vehicle, which not only reduces the development cycle, but also

saves a lot of development costs.However, in fact, the structure of the whole vehicle

and the components such as the wheels are relatively complicated. At present, the

lightweight optimization theory has some shortcomings, and the lightweight process

often involves the influence of environment and processing.At this time, it is very

important for lightweight designers to study the reasonable structural optimization.

The optimization method mainly includes size optimization, shape optimization

and topology optimization.

Size optimization: the design variable can represent a structural thickness such as

a distributed thickness or a cross-sectional area of a truss model that can be varied.

Shape optimization: the design variable can represent the boundary of the state

equation. In this case, the boundary of the considered domain could vary such that

some physical quantity is minimized.

Topology optimization: the design variable can represent the connectivity of the

domain. It involves features such as number and sizes of holes in the design domain.

Topology optimization as a hot topic of structural optimization is well known for

its great flexibility over shape optimization and size optimization. Combining the

above advantages, in this study, we use topology optimization for related research.
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(3) Lightweight process for vehicle lightweight target

Lightweight process and structural optimization, together with material

optimization, complement each other in achieving lightweight design of vehicle

[106].When the structure is optimized to achieve the purpose of lightweight parts, the

old manufacturing process of the parts and components that are usually designed

cannot meet the conditions, but new processing model design or manufacturing

processes can meet the conditions. The development of new lightweight technologies

can also provide more choices and larger platforms for lightweight structural

optimization or new material research. At present, there are two main aspects of the

lightweight process, the form ability of parts and the manufacture of parts. Through

the study of the process, the purpose of weight reduction can be better achieved.If the

lightweight process is considered at the beginning of the product design, not only can

there be better structural optimization, but also the structural design and the

application of new materials can be more reasonable and feasible, and the purpose of

shortening the entire development cycle can be achieved [107-109].

Wheel as an important component of the car, all the interaction forces and

moments between the car and the ground are transmitted through the wheels, which

directly affect the overall driving stability, safety, reliability, smoothness, traction and

appearance of the car. It has a greater impact on the overall energy consumption of the

car and the life of the tire. The wheel is usually composed of a rim and a spoke, and

the wheel is supported by a rolling bearing on the axle or the knuckle journal. Wheel

lightweight research is of great significance to the weight reduction of the whole

vehicle.The technical development and research direction of wheel lightweight is to

minimize the quality and beautify its appearance while ensuring sufficient strength

and reliability. In recent years, the vehicle industry is striving to reduce the weight of

some of the wheels through material substitution and structural optimization design.

Studies have shown that reducing the weight of the wheel can reduce the fuel

consumption of the vehicle more than other components. Because of the wheel has a

great reduction potential of quality, the lightweight of wheels is getting more and

more attention from car companies. Therefore, in order to better adapt to the trend of
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lightweight development, it is necessary and meaningful to lightweight the wheels.

Combined with lightweight methods for research and design of wheel lightweight is

of great significance.

1.3.2 Magnesium alloy wheel casting

In the 1940s, the advent of computers laid a good foundation for the

development of finite element simulation technology, and the simulation technology

for casting also began to enter the fast lane of development [110-112]. Professor

Paschkis of the United States initially took the lead in applying simulation technology

to casting, because of the technical level at the time, only a few simple

two-dimensional simulations were possible.His research results were elaborated in the

major journals of the time.After more than a decade of development, the National

Foundry Society in the 1960s conducted a detailed study and published a long-term

strategy for the development of numerical simulation technology in casting

applications. Many casting experts have participated in the construction and

promotion of this project. The most notable of these was Professor Pehike and his

team, who conducted extensive simulation analysis and experimental studies to record

and organize the parameters of the mold and casting in detail. A large number of

experimental studies on the heat transfer coefficient and the filling state simulation of

L-shaped and T-shaped castings were carried out. Professor M.C. Flemings proposed

that CAE technology can be used to study and predict defects such as cracks,

shrinkage and shrinkage, slag inclusions, and dendrite segregation of castings, so that

high-quality castings can be obtained by finite element simulation before actual

production. Although simulation technology and numerical simulation have made

great progress at this stage, there are not many results in the mathematical models and

calculation criteria that software calculations can based. For this reason, Pehlke used

different types of sand casting processes and die casting discuss the modeling method

and calculation process of casting[113-119].

Japan Dazhong Yixiong scholar proposed a new finite element calculation
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method, which can overcome the calculation error caused by single hexahedral

element by performing differential calculation on unstructured and non-orthogonal

grid elements. Combining the laminar flow model of the molten metal with the Darcy

theorem to simulate the solidification process of the casting, this method can well

deepen people understanding of the solidification phenomenon and the solidification

essence. The British B. Zhang scholar and his research team worked with a wheel

manufacturing company in the United States on a project on the finite element

simulation technology for the low-pressure casting process of the wheel.The British B.

Zhang scholar and his research team worked with a wheel manufacturing company in

the United States on a project on the finite element simulation technology for the

low-pressure casting process of the wheel.The main research content is to explore the

use of existing numerical simulation technology to replace the actual factory trial

production.After completing the finite element simulation, they conducted actual

experimental research at the factory, and compared the simulation results with the test

conditions, and found the simulated temperature and measured values were basically

consistent.The team later carried out practical operations on the problems in the

simulation. As a result, shrinkage defects were detected at the intersection of the

wheel rim and the spokes. These studies prove that finite element simulation can be

used to guide production [120-124].

With the continuous development of science and technology, new magnesium

alloy forming processes continue to emerge. At present, the main forming processes

of magnesium alloys mainly include casting forming, forging forming and some

special methods for preparing and using magnesium alloy component forming

processes, such as spray deposition process, powder forging process and the

like.Among them, the casting forming process and the forging forming process are the

two most widely used forming processes in the field of magnesium alloy product

manufacturing. For the magnesium alloy wheel forming process, the forming process

used can be roughly divided into a casting process and a forging process. The casting

method is currently the most commonly used method for magnesium alloy wheel

molding. Magnesium alloy wheel forming casting methods include centrifugal casting,
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sand casting, high pressure casting, low pressure casting and so on [125-130].

(1) Centrifugal casting method

Centrifugal casting is a technique and method for injecting liquid metal into a

mold that rotates at a high speed, so that the molten metal is centrifuged to fill the

mold and form a casting. Due to the centrifugal movement, the liquid metal can well

fill the mold in the radial direction and form a free surface of the casting, without the

core, a cylindrical inner hole can be obtained. It helps to eliminate the gas and

inclusions in the liquid metal, affects the crystallization process of the metal, thereby

improving the mechanical and physical properties of the casting. Metal filtration,

casting temperature, casting speed, solidification under slag, use of paint, casting

demolition, casting system, casting quantification, are some process problems that

must be determined or solved in centrifugal casting production because they directly

affect the quality of the casting. Centrifugal casting is shown as Fig.1.7.

Fig.1.7 Centrifugal casting [131].

The advantage of centrifugal casting is that the feeding conditions are good, the

casting structure is dense, and the mechanical properties are good. When the hollow

casting is produced, the core can be omitted, so the metal filling ability can be greatly

improved when the long tubular casting is produced, the ratio of the wall thickness of

the casting to the length or the diameter is reduced, and the production process of the

sleeve and the tubular casting is simplified. Disadvantage of centrifugal casting is that

free surface roughness in the casting. There are certain limitations when used to
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produce shaped castings. The diameter of the inner hole of the casting is not accurate,

the surface of the inner hole is rough, the quality is poor, and the machining allowance

is large.It is not suitable for alloys with large density segregation alloys such as

aluminum and magnesium.

(2) Sand casting method

Sand casting refers to a casting method for producing castings in a sand mold.

Most alloy castings can be obtained by sand casting. Because the molding materials

used in sand casting are cheap and easy to obtain, the castings are easy to manufacture,

and can be adapted to the single-piece production, batch production and mass

production of castings. For a long time, it has been the basic process in casting

production.Sand casting is the most popular and simplest type of casting that has been

used for centuries. The main steps include painting, mold, core making, molding,

melting and pouring, cleaning. The basic materials for making sand are foundry sand

and sand binder.The most common foundry sand is siliceous sand.In order to make

the sand mold and core have a certain strength, it will not be deformed or damaged

when handling, splicing and pouring liquid metal. Generally, a sand binder is added to

the casting to bond the loose sand into a molding sand. The most widely used molding

sand binder is clay, various drying oils or semi-drying oils and various synthetic resins

also can be used as the molding sand binder. The external sand type used in sand

casting is divided into three types: clay wet sand type, clay dry sand type and

chemical hardening sand type. Sand casting is shown as Fig.1.8.

Fig.1.8 Sand casting [132].
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The advantage of sand casting is that clay is rich in resources and cheap.The

mold has a short cycle, high work efficiency and wide adaptability. Since the molding

materials used for sand casting are cheap and easy to obtain, the castings are easy to

manufacture, and can be adapted to single piece production, batch production and

mass production of castings, for a long time, it has been the basic process in foundry

production.At present, internationally, in all casting production, about 60% of castings

are produced in sand, and about 70% of them are produced using clay sand.

Disadvantage of sand casting is that castings are prone to defects such as sand

washing, sand inclusion, and porosity. In this research,we design reasonable wheel

casting model to reduce defects.

(3) High pressure casting method

High pressure casting is a casting method in which a molten alloy liquid is

poured into a pressure chamber, a cavity of a steel mold is filled at a high speed, and

the alloy liquid is solidified under pressure to form a casting. The main features of

high pressure die casting that distinguish it from other casting methods are high

pressure and high speed. The molten metal fills the cavity under pressure and

crystallizes at a higher pressure. The common pressure is 15~100 MPa. The molten

metal fills the cavity at a high speed, usually at 10~50 m/s, and some can exceed 80

m/s (the line speed of the cavity introduced into the cavity through the gate) the filling

speed of the gate, so the charging of the molten metal The type of time is extremely

short, about 0.01~0.2 seconds (depending on the size of the casting) to fill the cavity.

High pressure casting is shown as Fig.1.9.

Fig.1.9 High pressure casting [133].
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The advantage of high pressure casting is that the product quality is good. The

casting size is stable, the productivity is high, and the die casting mold is used more

frequently.It can be used directly without machining, or the processing amount is

small, so the metal utilization rate is improved. Disadvantage of high pressure casting

is that the mold structure is complex, the manufacturing cost is high, and the

preparation period is long. Due to the high velocity of the liquid metal filling cavity

during the die casting, the flow state is unstable, so the general die casting method is

adopted, and the pores are easily generated inside the casting, the elongation is not

good, and the heat treatment cannot be performed.For complex castings, high pressure

casting is difficult. It is not suitable for small batch production. The main reason is

that the die casting type has high manufacturing cost, the die casting machine has high

production efficiency, and the small batch production is uneconomical. The

equipment and mold cost are high.

(4) Low pressure casting method

Low pressure casting refers to a method in which a liquid metal is filled under a lower

pressure ,about 0.02~0.06 MPa and crystallized under pressure to form a casting.The

low-pressure casting production process includes metal melting and preparation of

molds or molds, preparation before pouring, casting, loose release and removal of

castings. Low pressure casting was the first anti-gravity casting technology used in

industrial production in the 1940s.Today, low pressure casting is mainly used to

produce aluminum alloy and magnesium alloy parts, such as automobile wheels for

automobile industry, cylinder blocks for internal combustion engines, cylinder heads,

and other castings with complex shapes and high quality requirements. Low pressure

casting is shown as Fig.1.10.
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Fig.1.10 Low pressure casting [134].

The advantage of low pressure casting is the liquid metal filling is stable, the

defects are few, the equipment is simple, and it is easy to realize mechanization and

automation.The bottom injection type filling type, the metal liquid filling type is

stable, and there is no splashing phenomenon, which can avoid the entrapment of gas

and the flushing of the type wall and the core, and improve the qualification rate of

the casting.The castings are dense in structure, clear in profile, smooth in surface and

high in mechanical properties, which is especially beneficial for the casting of large

thin walled parts.Disadvantage of low pressure casting is long casting cycle, high

mold temperature, long solidification time.The degree of freedom of the gate scheme

is small. The structure near the gate is thicker and the mechanical properties of the

lower profile are not high. Comprehensive and rigorous management such as

temperature and pressure are required.

In recent years, some new technologies for magnesium alloy wheel casting have

emerged, such as precision punching and forming technology, extrusion casting, warm

extrusion method, vacuum tilting method, differential pressure casting and so on. It is

of great significance to study the casting process of magnesium alloy wheel.
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1.3.3 Dynamic performance research of magnesium alloy wheel

With the development of society and the advancement of science and technology,

the world vehicle industry has made remarkable achievements and is moving in the

direction of safety, comfort, environmental protection and energy conservation.

Nowadays, one of the trends in the development of the world vehicle is safety and

comfort. People pay more and more attention to vehicle performance such as driving

comfort, safety and economy. The ride comfort is the most direct and superficial

experience, which directly determines the user purchase. Therefore, the comfort of

vehicles has been getting more and more attention from all companies in recent years.

The vibration performance of the vehicle is an important reason that affects the ride

comfort of the vehicle. Therefore, the research on vehicle vibration has been paid

more and more attention at home and abroad. For the vehicle itself, vibration

performance as one of the performance indicators of the car also affects other

performances due to various performance effects. During driving, the impact of strong

vibration will accelerate the wear of the parts, reduce the fatigue life of the parts, and

reduce the handling stability and braking performance of the car. To reduce the impact

of vibration, the speed must be slowed down, but the transportation efficiency is

reduced. Low speed driving will result in insufficient fuel combustion, which will

result in poor fuel economy and poor emissions. For the driver, good vibration

performance will make people feel happy and fully enjoy the joy of driving [135-137].

Otherwise, the vehicle constant bumps will make the driver tired and inattentive.

Vehicle dynamics, also known as vehicle dynamics, refers to the dynamics of the

vehicle and is a specialized discipline that has developed along with the emergence of

vehicles. Strictly speaking, vehicle dynamics includes research related to the motion

of vehicle systems, including the two main areas of research, namely the handling

stability and smoothness of the vehicle. Vehicle maneuverability mainly studies the

yaw, lateral and roll motion of the vehicle. Vehicle ride comfort mainly studies the

vibration factor of the body. At present, the research on the mechanical properties of

vehicle systems has been perfected and many valuable results have been achieved.
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There are many methods in the modeling of vehicle systems. The established vehicle

models include plane models and space models.The dynamics of the vehicle system

are studied to improve the handling stability and ride comfort of the vehicle and to

improve the ride comfort of the rider. Ride comfort of vehicle were shown as

Fig.1.11.

Fig.1.11 Ride comfort of vehicle [138].

Many vehicle industry experts use system dynamics theory and stochastic

vibration theory to control vehicle vibration and improve vehicle dynamic design

methods. The frequency response function of the vehicle model when the road surface

irregularity were used as the input of the vehicle model vibration system is calculated.

Some research units include many well-known car production companies, such as GM,

Ford, and Toyota of Japan have made a lot of research results around these aspects.

When conducting vehicle dynamics studies, the vehicle is usually reduced to a

combination of originals such as mass, spring and damping.In fact, on vehicles

traveling on uneven roads, the uneven road surface acts as a random stimulus to the

vehicle. This random excitation not only causes vibration of the vehicle, but also

plays an important role in the dynamic response of the road surface. Especially for

transport vehicles with very heavy loads, the dynamic load applied to the pavement

structure is one of the important reasons for the early damage of the pavement

structure.
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At present, the research on the dynamic load applied to the pavement structure

under the excitation of the pavement flatness is relatively rare. The dynamics theory is

used to study the interaction between the driving vehicle and the pavement structure,

and the dynamic response of the pavement under vehicle load and the vibration of the

vehicle are calculated. Responsive, establish a relatively complete road system, and

propose perfect road and vehicle design parameters, which is currently a hot research

topic in the world.

The evaluation of the ride comfort of the vehicle is one of the key contents of the

research of the NVH of the vehicle. Many developed countries have studied the

comfort evaluation earlier, developed the corresponding standard specifications and

applied it in the research and development process of the automobile products, so that

they can be sampled. The CAE stage uses the comfort evaluation results to optimize

the comfort of the prototype.The evaluation of vehicle ride comfort also can be

roughly classified into two categories: subjective evaluation and objective evaluation.

The objective evaluation mainly evaluates the ride comfort by measuring the physical

quantity such as acceleration, amplitude, speed and frequency of the vehicle vibration.

The evaluation method mainly considers the vibration isolation capability of the

vehicle, and also considers the sensitivity of the human body to different vibrations.

The subjective evaluation mainly reflects the human factors. The driver and

passengers experience the comfort of the vehicle through the experience of the vehicle,

and use the scoring method to qualitatively evaluate and analyze the comfort of the

car without special testing equipment. With the advancement of science and

technology and the deepening of theoretical basic research, the research on subjective

and objective comprehensive evaluation is now more and more mature.

It is relatively early on the evaluation of comfort. In 1931, Reiher and Meister

performed vibration tests on 10 volunteers on a vibration gantry, thus completing a

preliminary exploration of the subjective evaluation of comfort. In 1972, Professor

Mitschke of Germany proposed to use the root mean square of the longitudinal

acceleration of the vehicle and the acceleration root mean square of the driver seat

cushion to price the comfort of the vehicle. However, this evaluation method only
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considers the vibration characteristics of the vehicle itself, and does not take human

factors into consideration. In 1986, Prof. Griffin proposed the principle of“total ride

value method”，on the other hand, this evaluation method is more comprehensive and

applicable. After many revisions and improvements, in 1997, the International

Organization for Standardization promulgated the latest standards, which clearly

defined the measurement methods of the whole body vibrations of the human body

under periodic, transient and random conditions.When the vehicle is under long term

random vibration and multi-input point axial vibration conditions, the evaluation

results using the standard can be better consistent with the subjective feelings of the

driver and passenger, and have been widely used. In 2011, Qin Yong and others from

Beijing Jiaotong University conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the ride comfort

of trains, proposed a comprehensive evaluation model of train ride comfort based on

fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. The UK MIRA company has a high reputation in the

field of vehicle evaluation and design, and has conducted subjective and objective

evaluations for many vehicle.MIRA technicians conducted a subjective evaluation of

vehicle ride comfort based on different road excitation.Suzuki of Chiba University in

Japan applied a subjective evaluation of vehicle ride comfort using the SD method in

psychometric.The method is based on the adjective associated with an evaluation

object as a scale benchmark to test the subjective psychological feelings produced by

the driver and the passenger after being stimulated by the evaluation object. At present,

the SD method has been widely applied to subjective evaluation, attitude survey and

other aspects.In order to improve the ride comfort level of vehicles, scholars and

enterprise engineering experts from various countries have conducted in depth

exploration and achieved certain scientific results [139-145].

Magnesium has very good damping and vibration damping performance. The

strength of the magnesium alloy produced has been greatly improved by alloying.

Many vehicle parts can use magnesium alloys to get good vibration and improve

comfort. Therefore, studying the damping mechanism of magnesium and magnesium

alloys and the influence mechanism of alloying on damping performance is an

important direction of magnesium alloy material technology research. Since the 1950s
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and 1960s, a large number of scholars have carried out theoretical research and

experimental research on the micro structure, high damping characteristics and

damping mechanism of magnesium and magnesium alloys. Some scholars have

agreed through a large number of experimental studies that the damping mechanism

of magnesium alloys is a dislocation type damping mechanism due to the high density

of dislocations contained in magnesium alloy materials, the action of internal stress,

dislocations and dislocations. The interaction between the dislocations, impurities and

various other defects gives the magnesium alloy high damping properties. Academia

has been conducting a lot of research on the dislocation damping properties and

mechanism of metal materials, and has achieved certain research results. Many

researchers have studied the damping and damping properties of magnesium alloy

components and their advantages, and they have obtained a lot of valuable research

results.The finite element simulation method is used to verify that magnesium alloy

parts have obvious damping and damping performance advantages [146-147].

Because of the good vibration properties of magnesium alloys, magnesium alloy

wheels have good vibration performance under reasonable structure.Therefore, even if

the vehicle is traveling on more bumpy road conditions, the occupants will have a

comfortable driving environment and reduce the pressure on the vehicle damping

system.Wheel vibration was shown in Fig.1.12 below.

Fig.1.12 Wheel vibration [148].
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At the beginning of the 20th century, the aerospace industry began to find ways

to determine the natural frequency of the system. They used resonance experiments to

determine their natural frequencies [149]. With the development of technology and

the introduction of technology, modal analysis is now widely used in various fields of

engineering. Modal analysis allows the structural design to avoid resonance, and

allows engineers to recognize the structure response to different types of dynamic

loads earlier, it also helps to estimate the solution control parameters in other dynamic

analyses. Modal analysis is very important in the dynamic design of structures. It is

defined as transforming the physical coordinates in the system of differential

equations of linear stationary systems into modal coordinates, decoupling the

equations into a set of modal coordinates and modal parameters. Describe the

independent equations to find the modal parameters of the system. Modal analysis

includes analytical analysis and experimental analysis of structural dynamic

characteristics. The target of modal analysis is to identify the modal parameters of

the system, and provide a basis for structural vibration analysis, vibration fault

diagnosis and optimal design of structural dynamic characteristics. By modal analysis

of the data obtained during the structural design, the designer can avoid resonance of

the structure, as well as knowing in advance the response of the designed structure

under different dynamic loads. At present, modal analysis has been widely used in

many fields of engineering, and this technology has received high attention in the

field of engineering. The modal analysis of the wheel can better understand the

dynamic characteristics of the wheel and is of great significance for the research of

the wheel.

1.4 The purpose of this research

Through the summary of previous studies, combined with characteristics of

magnesium alloy and application on the of wheel for research. The lightweight design

of the magnesium alloy wheel were carried out, and the topology optimization method

was used to optimize the structure. Design a reasonable magnesium alloy wheel
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casting model, casting analysis of magnesium alloy wheel. Research on dynamic

performance analysis of magnesium alloy wheel.

This article design a new model of vehicle wheel and optimize the structure for

lightweight. Through measuring and analyzing designed model under static force,

clear and useful topology optimization result can be obtained. Comparing wheel

performance before and after optimization, the optimized wheel structure compliance

with conditions such as strength can be obtained. Considering three different materials

namely magnesium alloy, aluminum alloy and steel, the stress and strain

performances of each materials can be obtained by finite element analysis. The

reasonable and superior of magnesium alloy wheel for lightweight design can be

obtained. This research predicts the reliability of the optimization design, some

valuable references are provided for the development of magnesium alloy wheel.

Analysis of casting process is a very complex issue, this research based on finite

element theory and actual production, design reasonable casting model, instant filling

and solidification data were obtained. Aiming at reducing casting defects, process

optimization of casting riser structure can be designed. Reasonable casting process

could reduce the probability of defects in castings, improve the quality of

castings.Through the simulation and optimization in the casting process, provided a

rational design for the casting process. On the basis of the foundation, it has important

guiding significance for actual foundry production.

Magnesium alloy wheels were investigated as magnesium alloy has damping

performance advantages over some metal materials. Damping test methods were

designed to establish the damping performance parameters of the magnesium alloy

material. A finite element analysis model of magnesium alloy wheels was established

with certain boundary conditions and constraints. The applicability of the model was

verified by free modal evaluation of the wheel. Dynamic impact simulation analysis

of the designed wheels can carried out and the dynamic speed responses of

magnesium alloy wheels under the impact of a dynamic load on the road surface can

obtained. The structural design optimization of the magnesium alloy wheel was

carried out by defining the structural parameters of the wheel and using the
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acceleration and shock response of the wheel as the outputs. The optimization of

weight reduction and dynamic impact performance of magnesium alloy wheels can be

achieved.

Through reasonable research and analysis, a lightweight wheel with reasonable

structure can be obtained. Design a reasonable casting model of magnesium alloy

wheel combined with magnesium alloy characteristics. Analysis of dynamic

performance of magnesium alloy wheel and improve vehicle ride comfort while

satisfying wheel structural performance standards.
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2.1 Introduction

Environmental and resource issues have become the focus of attention around the

world. As the automotive industry is increasingly demanding on energy saving and

environmental protection, people are taking more attention on the lightweight design

of automobiles. In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued a joint

regulation in August 2012[1-2]. This new regulation will be implemented on

passenger cars. Improve automobile consumption standard about greenhouse gases

and fuels from 2017 to 2025.The emission for combined cars and trucks has to be

reduced from 243g/mile in 2017 to 163 g/mile in 2025 according to new regulation.

Moreover, the fuel economy must be improved from 36.6 mpg in 2017 to 54.5 mpg in

2025. When designing vehicle products, not only need to reduce energy consumption

but also to remain in competition with peers[3-4].According to the data, the

automotive own weight is reduced by 10%, and the fuel consumption is reduced by

about 6%-8%. Magnesium alloys are considered one of the most promising materials

in the 21st century. In the modern design, it is important to improve the efficiency of

development and reduce the number of tests. The average use of magnesium in cars

has increased from 0.1% (1.8 kg) in 1995 to 0.2% (4.5 kg) in 2007 in the United

States according to Refs.[5-6].Using of magnesium material in cars will increase by

15% (about 227 kg) by 2020 based on future vision for magnesium[7].By

understanding the efficiency of materials, engineers can gain benefits through

magnesium materials when designing wheel[8-10].Wheel is one of the most important

parts of a vehicle. To ensure energy efficiency, the wheels must be as lightweight as

possible [11-16].

Optimization design is a powerful tool for machinery design, and can produce the

best layout of structural design. Topology optimization can provide the first optimized

“design concept” of structure material distribution and achieve greater savings and

design improvement in size and shape optimizations. Since Bendsoe introduce the

homogenization method of topology optimization, topology optimization method has
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been deeply developed and applied in structural optimization design [17-19]. Zhang

carried out the topology optimization of aluminum alloy wheels, the strength and

stiffness of the optimized wheels were simulated and analyzed [20]. Hu optimized the

aluminum alloy wheel use the wheel rim and flange thickness as the design variables,

the maximum stress of the wheel in bending fatigue and radial fatigue conditions as

the constraint, and aiming at the smallest wheel quality, the aluminum alloy wheel

optimized[21]. Based on the bending fatigue test, Xiao carried out topology

optimization on steel wheels, and designed the lightweight design of the wheels with

flexibility and modal frequency as the target, and carried out stress analysis and

experimental verification[22]. Optimization design is beneficial to the improvement

of global wheel performance and wheel lightweight.

Wheel disc and rim are two main parts of wheel. Some parameters of the vent

holes such as number, position, and shape which are distributed in the wheel disc can

be changed. In this research, a kind of wheel structure is designed, using topology

optimization for wheel quality lightweight. The finite element model of wheels are

established based on the static force. The rationality and superiority of the designed

magnesium alloy wheel are obtained.

2.2 Structure Topology Optimization

In this paper, wheel structure topology optimization method is used to optimize

the wheel, which satisfied the lightweight、strength and NVH requirements.

2.2.1 Optimization method

The most common topology optimization is the variable density material

interpolation method, which includes SIMP and RAMP[23-25]. The theory of variable

density is to convert the discrete optimization problem into a continuous optimization

problem by introducing an intermediate density unit.

The SIMP method uses discrete element density as an optimization variable and

therefore tends to generate interlaced grayscale images of topological designs. In
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order to make it manufacturable, three processing steps are required: identify the

topology design, smooth the structural boundary, and then realize the parameterization.

SIMP method was originally developed independently by Zhou and Rozvany in 1991.

Rozvany et al. in 1992 created the term "SIMP".This may be the simplicity of the

SIMP approach that makes it widely used and accepted in both industries and in

academia. Rietz and Martinez and other researchers discussed some theoretical

convergence properties of the SIMP method.The advantages of a slightly modified

version of SIMP was discussed by Sigmund in 2007,a minimum stiffness(or other

material parameter) that is independent of penalization are included.

An alternative interpolation scheme known as the Rational Approximation of

Material Properties (RAMP) were proposed by Stolpe and Svanberg. RAMP model

has nonzero sensitivity at zero density. Some numerical difficulties in problems

related to very low density values in the presence of design dependent loading could

be remedied by RAMP material model.

(a)before optimization (b)after optimization

Fig.2.1 Element model [26].

From the Fig. 2.1, the FE model before optimization were showed by model a and

optimal topology configuration were showed by model b . The most commonly used

material interpolation model method, SIMP formula is expressed as:

)()()( min0min EExExE p
ii  (2-1)

Where 0E is the initial elastic modulus; p is the penalty factor, p＞1; )( ixE is the

density value of the material at i .

The theory of variable density is to convert the discrete optimization problem into

a continuous optimization problem by introducing an intermediate density unit. In

reality, the intermediate density unit is not exist and cannot be manufactured.
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Therefore, the intermediate density unit should be reduced as much as possible. The

number of which needs to be penalized only for the intermediate density that appears

in the design variables.

2.2.2 Topology optimization for wheel structure

In topology optimization, adding draft restraint, circum symmetry beam,

minimum unit size and so on. In the wheel optimization, the lightest weight is the

optimal design goal. Wheel spokes ， disc and rim are main parts of wheel. Several

vent holes are distributed in the wheel disc. When designing wheels ， Some

parameters of the vent holes can be changed. These parameters include number,

position, and shape. Many optimization approaches for wheel designs are concerned

with size or shape optimizations. Based on topology optimization and the feature of

the wheel, this research aims to identify wheel spokes. When doing topology

optimization of wheels, optimize the wheel of structure by spokes for lightweight

design.

According to the ICM (Independent Continuous Mapping) optimization method

proposed by Yunkang Sui and the topology theory, the topology optimization model is

established [27].With wheel unit density as design variable, weight flexibility as

constraints, the minimum quality is the objective function. Topology optimization

objective function is the biggest structural stiffness or the minimum compliance for

the topology optimization, constraint is to remove the volume percentage, the

topology optimization mathematical model is in the following equation:
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In the equation: i is unit density, P is penalty factor,  is the lower material

density, is the percentage of the volume of material removal, 0k is the initial matrix

for the structure, ik is optimized structure matrix, F is the load of unit structure, K is

the overall stiffness matrix, U is the displacement vector of unit structure,
0V is the

initial value of volume of material, )(uC is compliance function of structure,

1J , 2J ,… nJ are the unit number of optimized unchanged density. Previous studies

have shown that optimization wheel structure can be obtained. The optimization

flowchart of the wheel is shown in Fig.2.2 below.

Fig.2.2 Flow chart of the wheel optimization.

2.3 Establishment of wheel model

In modern design, using finite element analysis can be established to determine

the strength of the wheel in advance and reduce the test times and cost. Static load

while vehicle stops is working conditions of the wheel that should be considered

seriously[28-31].Wheel model is shown in Fig. 2.3 below.
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(a)3D model (b)FE model

Fig.2.3 Wheel model.

In this research, the gross weight of the vehicle is about 1175kg, load on each

wheel is 2937.5N. Two alloy materials are used for the analysis and calculation of

wheel as table 2.1 lists.

Table 2.1 Mechanical properties of 2 materials.

Mechanical properties
Aluminium

alloy

Magnesium

alloy

Density (kg/m³) 2700 1830

Coefficient of elasticity

(Mpa)
69 45

Poisson ratio 0.33 0.35

Yield strength (Mpa) 276 160

2.3.1 Verification of finite element model

Model verification is necessary for finite element analysis.The modal analysis

result is to analyze the natural frequency, mode shape and other related parameters of

the object, these parameters are the essential properties of any object with invariance

and stability. Therefore, the finite element model is verified by modal experimental

analysis.
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Fig.2.4 Modal test.

Table 2.2 Comparison of simulation and experimental data.

Modal 1 2 3

FE analysis

frequency/Hz
474.51 480.42 948.03

Modal test

frequency/Hz
466 494 954

Error 1.8% 2.75% 0.62%

By comparing the simulation frequency of the FE analysis and modal test

frequency, experimentally measured modal parameters and FE analysis results of

wheel basic agreement.Wheel finite element model is accurate,can be applied to

subsequent in depth finite element analysis.

2.3.2 Structural strength analysis

The static force is intended to detect the wheel performance when the total load

of the vehicle compresses the wheel radially. The radial load Fr shall be determined

from the equation:

FKFr


 (2-3)

In the equation, rF
 is radial load (N), F


is maximum rated load (N), K is

coefficient according to the industrial standards set as 2.25. Radial load is obtained by

6609.4N. In this research, using Stearns. J wheel and tire contact research results, the
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force on the magnesium alloy wheel from the tire can be replaced by the radial force

directly on the wheel to simplify the modeling. The calculation formulas rW ,W and

0W are given by the following equation:

0

0
r bW b W r d







  (2-4)
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(2-6)

In the equation, W is radial load on the wheel, b is width of the bead seat, br is

radius of the bead seat, 0 is the maximum deflection angle of radial load. In this way,

the pressure loaded in the wheel inner ring is 0.45Mpa, the pressure loaded on the rim

of the wheel is 0.785Mpa.The load of test model is shown in Fig. 2.5.

(a) (b)

Fig.2.5 Wheel FE model load.

2.3.3 Results of structural strength analysis

From above loading conditions and finite element theory, in order to realize the

lightweight of wheel, meanwhile ensure the strength safety, lightweight material

replacement and static analysis are completed. The analysis results were determined

and presented in Figs. 2.6-2.7.
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(a)Magnesium alloy (b) Aluminum alloy

Fig.2.6 Equivalent Stress of wheel.

Fig.2.6 is the analysis results of equivalent stress between aluminum alloy and

magnesium alloy. Through the above comparison, magnesium alloy wheel and

aluminum alloy wheel in the same size，magnesium alloy wheel equivalent stress is

31.67Mpa while aluminum alloy equivalent stress is 30.13Mpa, less than the material

yield stress.

(a)Magnesium alloy (b) Aluminum alloy

Fig.2.7 Deformation of wheel.

Fig.2.7 is the analysis results before and after wheel optimization. From the above

analysis, under the premise of the strength of wheel, the structure optimization of

magnesium alloy wheel is carried out. The magnesium alloy wheel deformation is

0.091mm, aluminum alloy wheel deformation is 0.058mm.Magnesium alloy wheel

have good strength properties. The optimization effect comparisons were in table 2.3.

In radial load, designed wheel model meets strength and other

characteristics.Designed wheel can be further optimized.
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2.4 Optimization of the wheel and results

Based on above optimization theory, structural optimization of wheel were

designed.

2.4.1 Optimization of the wheel

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig.2.8 The optimization process of wheel.

Based on above optimization theory and steps, Combine with shape and

practicality of structure, Optimization results of the wheel can be done.
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(a) Von mises stress graph

(b) Wheel mass graph

Fig.2.9 Optimization of wheel.

Under the premise of satisfying conditions such as strength，the most remove

and optimal model were obtained.
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(1)wheel model (2)spoke

(a)Before Optimization

(b)After Optimization

Fig.2.10 Optimization parameters of wheel spokes.

From the FE simulation results concerning the four steps of wheel structure

optimization in Figs.2.8-2.10, comparisons among the wheel models can be shown:

(1) Comparisons among the wheel models shown in Figs.2.8-2.9 step 1 and step 4.

By analyzing step 1 model and step 4 model, the stress values for critical

locations of wheel under static load, we find that the stress level of the step 4 model is

significantly higher than that of the step 1 model.Actual processing can be considered

on the wheel basis of topology optimization.

(2) Comparisons among the wheel models shown in Figs.2.8-2.9 step 2 and step 4.
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By analyzing step 2 model and step 4 model , the stress values for critical

locations of wheel under static load, we find that the stress of the step 2 is 32.52Mpa

at the same time, step 4 model is 32.35Mpa. Step 2 stress is significantly higher than

that of the step 4 model. Total deformation of step 2 model is 0.022 mm while step 4

model is 0.021 mm.Wheel mass of step 2 model is 4.179kg ,Wheel mass of step 4

model is 4.05kg. Under reasonable stress and strain conditions, wheel model of step 4

is better for optimization target.

(3) Comparisons among the wheel models shown in Figs.2.8-2.9 step 3 and step 4.

By analyzing step 3 model and step 4 model , the stress values for critical

locations of wheel under static load, we find that the stress of the step 2 were

32.52Mpa at the same time, step 4 model is 32.35Mpa. Step 2 stress is significantly

higher than that of the step 4 model. total deformation of step 2 model is 0.022 mm

while step 4 model is 0.021 mm.Wheel mass of step 2 model is 4.097kg ,Wheel mass

of step 4 model is 4.05kg. Under reasonable stress and strain conditions, wheel model

of step 4 is better for optimization target.

According to the stress, total deformation analysis and optimization step, the most

significance model is step 4 model, That is, the spoke reduction of 40% by volume.

Combined with the influence of vent holes shape on wheel performance and inner

ring of wheel disc influence of wheel structure. The wheel structure after parameter

optimization can be done.

Table 2.3 Before and after parameter optimization (mm).

Wheel optimization parameters a b c d

Before optimization 6.6 9 14 44

After optimization 4 25 12 55

The more removal of material of optimal topology, the more complex shape of

the structure, the smaller size of the spokes, table 2.3 show spokes structure after

optimization ,the percentage of material removal of the optimal topology was chose

based on the structure and optimization theory.
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2.4.2 Results and discussions after optimization

In order to realize the lightweight of wheel, meanwhile ensure the strength safety,

lightweight material replacement and further structural optimization are completed.

The analysis results of wheel after optimization are presented in Figs. 2.11-2.12.

(a)Magnesium alloy (b) Aluminum alloy

Fig.2.11 Comparison of equivalent Stress.

Fig.2.11 is the analysis results of equivalent stress between aluminum alloy and

magnesium alloy. Through the above comparison, magnesium alloy wheel and

aluminum alloy wheel in the same size，magnesium alloy wheel equivalent stress is

32.35Mpa while aluminum alloy equivalent stress is 32.34Mpa, less than the material

yield stress. Magnesium alloy wheel have good strength properties.

(a)Magnesium alloy (b) Aluminum alloy

Fig.2.12 Comparison of Deformation.

Fig.2.12 is the analysis results before and after wheel optimization. From the

above analysis, under the premise of the strength of wheel, the structure optimization

of magnesium alloy wheel is carried out. The magnesium alloy wheel deformation is

0.021 mm, aluminum alloy wheel deformation is 0.058 mm.Magnesium alloy wheel

have good strength properties. The optimization effect comparisons were in table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Lightweight comparisons (kg).

Lightweight comparisons
Aluminium

alloy

Magnesium

Alloy

Magnesium Alloy

(Optimization)

Weight/kg 6.24 4.23 4.05

Improvement

/%
_ 35.1 4.4

The optimized magnesium alloy wheel is much lighter than the steel wheel and

aluminum wheel, compatible with wheel lightweight design. It makes sense to

optimize the wheel with magnesium alloy materials.

The optimization results meets the design target value. Based on topology

optimization theory, the wheel optimal structure and key dimensions are obtained

while satisfying the performance of the wheel.

Topology Optimization method was efficient and correct, significance for

lightweight design of wheels.

2.5 Conclusions

The finite element analysis has been carried out on the wheel. Through the above

profound analysis following research results can be acquired：

(1)Using topology optimization for wheel quality lightweight is a useful way. By

optimizing wheel spokes to accurate wheel lightweight design.The optimization

designed wheel meets the strength condition.

(2)By replacing lightweight materials, compared to aluminium alloy, the

weighted reduction is 35.1%. After optimization, the weight of Magnesium Alloy has

reduced by 4.4%. Magnesium alloy has a better weight reduction effect, and

lightweight materials have effective lightweight means.

(3)According to the analysis results, comparison of wheel performance of

different materials, after using the magnesium alloy material for replacement and

analyzing of the wheel, the goal of reducing the weight of the automobile wheel can

be achieved while satisfying the wheel strength requirements.
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3.1 Introduction

Environmental and resource issues have become the focus of attention around

the world, lightweight vehicles will be the direction of future development with

energy saving.The wheel plays an important role in vehicle lightweight design and

manufacturing. Magnesium alloy are very meaningful materials for wheel lightweight

design research with low density and suitable strength mechanical

properties.Topology optimization is to find the optimal distribution and structure of

materials in the design area,then optimize the structure for lightweight

design[1-4].Sourav Das et al [5] carried the design of aluminum alloy wheel for

automobile application which is reference to optimization of the mass of the wheel for

lightweight.

Recently, casting and forging techniques have been improved, and the corrosion

resistance of magnesium has also been improved.In view of the casting process for

magnesium alloy wheel, with the analysis of the technological characteristics of

magnesium alloy,casting simulation analysis of the lightweight designed wheel were

significant.The casting of the wheel is an element that must be considered in the

design of the wheel.Casting is an important basic process and technology in the field

of machinery which is widely used in production, transportation, national defense,

social life and other aspects[6-8].Common casting methods are centrifugal

casting,sand casting,high pressure casting,low pressure casting and so on[9-15].The

advantage of centrifugal casting were that feeding conditions are good, the casting

structure is dense, and the mechanical properties are good.The disadvantage of

centrifugal casting were free surface roughness in the casting, it is not suitable for

alloys with large density segregation alloys such as aluminum and magnesium.The

advantage of high pressure casting were that the product quality is good, casting

size is stable,the productivity is high and the die casting mold is used more

frequently.The disadvantage of high pressure casting were the mold structure is

complex, the manufacturing cost is high, and the preparation period is long. The

advantage of low pressure casting were that the liquid metal filling is stable, the
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defects are few, the equipment is simple, and it is easy to realize mechanization and

automation.The disadvantage of low pressure casting were long casting cycle, high

mold temperature, long solidification time, degree of freedom of the gate scheme is

small.The advantage of sand casting were that clay is rich in resources and cheap,the

mold has a short cycle, high work efficiency and wide adaptability.The disadvantage

of sand casting were castings are prone to defects such as sand washing, sand

inclusion, and porosity.In this research,we use sand casting for wheel casting ,we

design reasonable model to reduce defects.In this way,we can make better use of sand

casting advantages and avoid its disadvantage.The finite element simulation of the

wheel can significantly reduce the time and cost required to complete the wheel

design[16-18].

In this research, the design and model of wheel based on weight optimization

were studied and structural analysis were carried out. Compared to the standard value

by changing different materials. In addition, from the simulation output and weight

optimization, we recommend designed magnesium alloy suitable for lightweight

design and better casting performance.Through research on magnesium alloy

materials and casting properties, analysis of magnesium alloy wheel casting were

done. Based on finite element theory and actual production, we designed reasonable

casting model, instant filling and solidification data were obtained.Through the

optimization in the casting process, provided a rational design for the casting

process.By comparing the model before and after optimization to get the optimal

casting model.The actual casting of the wheel were simulated and well casting model

were obtained.On the basis of the foundation, it has important guiding significance for

actual foundry production.

3.2 Theory and method

Wheel is an important structural component of the vehicle suspension system

that supports static and dynamic loads during vehicle operation. Safety and economy

are the main concerns of the design. Style, weight, and manufacturing performance
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are also technical issues associated with wheel design[19-22].In this study, a wheel

structure was designed using topology optimization to achieve lightweight wheel

quality. Finite element model of the wheel were built based on static force.The

rationality and superiority of the designed magnesium alloy wheels were obtained.

3.2.1 Wheel casting theory

In this research, the gross weight of the vehicle is about 1175kg, load on each

wheel is 2937.5N.AZ91 magnesium alloy,6061-T6 aluminum alloy and SPFH540

steel were used for material analysis.Alloy materials were used for analysis and

calculations as listed in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 The properties of aluminum, steel, and magnesium.

Material properties Aluminum
(6061-T6)

Magnesium
(AZ91)

Steel
(SPFH540)

Density (kg/m³) 2700 1830 7850
Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) 69 45 210

Poisson ratio 0.33 0.35 0.3
Yield strength (GPa) 0.276 0.16 0.355

(a) Mechanical properties of aluminum, steel, and magnesium.

Material Magnesium
(%)

Aluminum
(%)

Zinc
(%)

Manganese
(%)

Silicon
(%)

Iron
(%)

Other
elements

(%)
Magnesium

(AZ91) Remainder 8.3-9.7 0.35-
1.0 0.15-0.5 0.1 max 0.004

max 0.3 max

(b) Composition of Magnesium alloy

Material Aluminum
(%)

Silicon
(%)

Iron
(%)

Copper
(%)

Magnesium
(%)

Zinc
(%)

Other
elements

(%)
Aluminum
(6061-T6) Remainder 0.4-0.81 0.7

max 0.15-0.4 0.8-1.2 0.25
max

0.15
max

(c) Composition of Aluminum alloy

The AZ91 magnesium alloy and 6061 aluminum alloy thermomechanical

treatment characteristics were considered.The thermal properties of AZ91 magnesium

alloy were: melting temperature, ~533°C; specific heat capacity, 1020 J/(kg·K);

thermal conductivity, 51 W/(m·K). The thermal properties of 6061 aluminum alloy

were: melting temperature, ~585°C; thermal conductivity, 151–202 W/(m·K); specific

heat capacity, 897 J/(kg·K). These properties combined with the material properties to

influence our findings.
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Study on the material properties of magnesium alloys. The phase diagram is a

diagram showing the crystallization process of each alloy in the alloy system. The

phase diagram of alloy is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig.3.1 Phase diagram of alloy [23].

The reaction is a simple schematic diagram of the range and change law of the

phase and structure of the alloy under equilibrium conditions. Relationship between

system state, temperature, pressure, and composition[24-25].The study found that the

liquidus temperature of the AZ91D magnesium alloy is 595℃, the solidus

temperature is 470 ℃. The average free-line shrinkage of this alloy is 1.572%. When

cooling and solidifying, it tends to solidify by volume, and it is easy to form a coarse

dimorphic eutectic structure.Casting shrinkage can be calculated by the following

equation:

％ 100×/）-（   = SS  L (3-1)

In the equation，ρS is the solidus temperature TS respectively density, ρL is the liquidus

temperature TL respectively density.

It is an important part of solidification theory to study the process of metal

transition from liquid to solid from the perspective of heat transfer. The solidification

process begins with the heat transferred from the liquid metal. The solidification state

of a casting section at a certain instant is determined by the crystallization temperature

range of the casting alloy (determined by the composition and content of the alloy)

and the temperature field on the casting section at that moment.
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The distribution of the isotherm on the fracture surface, the progress of the

solidification front, and the determination of the solid phase rate during the

solidification of the casting can not only analyze the location of shrinkage, and crack

defects, provide a basis for process design, but also calculate the cooling rate

Temperature gradient G, and solidification rate R, and G / R, can predict the

solidification structure morphology and properties of castings. The molten metal is

poured into the mold, the mold absorbs heat, the molten metal cools down, and the

mold heats up. The temperature of a certain point in the metal and the mold changes

over time. The heat transfer during solidification is unstable heat transfer.

Temperature is the culvert of time and space.
T=ƒ（X；Y；Z；t) (3-2)

In the equation: X, Y, Z is the position, t the is time. For homogeneous, isotropic
objects, the relationship between temperature and time and space can be expressed by
a differential equation:
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In the equation: λ is thermal conductivity,T is temperature, c is specific heat

capacity,  is the density of the material, t is time, әT / әx is temperature gradient in x

direction, q is heat released per unit volume of object per unit time, sf is solid phase

rate, L is latent heat of solidification. The equation reflects the conservation of energy

in the heat conduction process. The terms in parentheses on the left side of the

equation are the components of the heat flux density on x , y, and z coordinates.

(3-5)

After further analysis, we can get:

L

s

c
ck 0 (3-6)
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In the above three equation: 0k is the distribution equilibrium coefficient, sc is

the solute concentration in the solid phase, m is the liquidus slope, Lc is the bath mass

concentration in the liquid phase, LT is the liquidus temperature, sT is the solidus

temperature.Then by the above equation can obtain the following equation:

)(k-1 00 L

L
s TTmc
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）（
(3-9)

The sum of the three terms is the increase or decrease in heat flux density per unit

volume.In solidification characteristics of sand casting. Through the temperature field,

the thickness of the solidified layer and the solidification time can be obtained. So the

heat entering the sand mold is only the latent heat of solidification released by the

solidification of the metal.

0




x

T
ssLR  (3-10)

In the equation: R is solidification speed, L is latent heat of solidification, S is

thickness of solidified layer. Assuming no overheating, the temperature of the metal is

MT , we can obtain:
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In the equation: V is the volume of the casting, A is metal and mold interface area,

MT is the temperature of the metal. m is metal thermal conductivity, mc is metal
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specific heat capacity, m is the density of the material. ft is the entire solidification

time, C is solidification constant, L is latent heat of solidification.

The dynamic viscosity of magnesium alloys is relatively low and with good

fluidity and filling ability, therefore, most magnesium alloy products are obtained by

casting methods.In order to improve the quality of magnesium alloy wheel sand

casting, magnesium alloy wheel numerical simulation have been carried out.

3.2.2 Casting model optimization

When the liquid metal is poured into the mold, during the solidification and

cooling process, liquid shrinkage and solidification shrinkage will occur. If these

shrinkages are not supplemented by liquid metal, the addition of metal will cause

shrinkage and shrinkage in the final solidified part of the casting, thereby reducing the

mechanical properties of the casting and even causing waste.Therefore, when

designing the casting process, a riser optimization is often used to eliminate shrinkage

to obtain high-quality castings[26-28].Different riser and size is shown in Fig. 3.2.

(a) (b)

Fig.3.2 Different riser and size.

The structural parameters of the riser can be summarized as the bottom

dimension D, riser height H. For better calculation and design, were chose Fig.3.2 (a)

in this research. According to the above structural parameters, the design variables

are:

   TT HDYYY ,, 21  (3-14)

On the premise of ensuring the quality of castings, the riser volume should be

reduced as much as possible, so that not only can save metal materials, but also obtain

better economic benefits.So the objective function is:
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  Vxf min (3-15)

The solidification time of the riser should be greater than or equal to the

solidification time of the casting.The effect on the solidification time mainly depends

on the volume V and the surface area S of the casting. Their relationship is usually

expressed by the modulus M, which is:

S
VM  (3-16)

In order to ensure that the riser solidifies later than the casting, general

requirements:
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In the equation: rM is modulus of riser, cM is modulus of casting model.The

riser also shrinks.Therefore, riser volume must be greater than the volume of the

casting and the riser itself. In order to ensure that the casting will not produce

shrinkage, considering that the riser itself is also solidifying and the influence of

various external factors, it is not possible to use all risers for filling. That is, to

multiply the filling efficiency, so we can get the equation:
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(3-18)

In the equation: rV is riser volume, cV is casting deflated portion volume, is total

volume shrinkage of metal during liquid and solidification,  is feeder efficiency of

riser.The height of the riser must not be too low, usually desirable as:
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In summary, the mathematical model of this optimization design can be

described as:
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After the type, shape, and position of the riser are determined, the size of the

riser can be designed.The number of risers varies, it also has a great influence on the

quality of castings.Combined with the shape and size, continue to optimize the

number of riser, we can get the most suitable wheel casting model.

3.3 Wheel design and casting analysis

3.3.1 Wheel lightweight design and establish the wheel casting model

The static force is intended to detect the wheel performance when the total load

of the vehicle compresses the wheel radially.Therefore,static force analysis should be

performed on the product to ensure the standard of the design.Combining the theory

of force analysis of the wheel and the actual situation, the strength performance of the

wheel were analyzed. In this way, the pressure loaded in the wheel inner ring is

0.45Mpa, the pressure loaded on the rim of the wheel is 0.785Mpa.Wheel rotary table

were constrained,The designed wheel and FE model of wheel is shown in Fig. 3.3.

(a) 3D model (b) FE model

Fig.3.3 Wheel model.

Based on above loading conditions and finite element theory, the corresponding

performance of the wheel were obtained.From the static FEM analysis

results,magnesium alloy wheel equivalent stress is 48.7Mpa while aluminum alloy

equivalent stress is 48.4Mpa, magnesium alloy wheel equivalent stress is less than the

material yield stress.The magnesium alloy wheel deformation is 0.58mm,aluminum

alloy wheel deformation is 0.18mm. Magnesium alloy wheel have good strength
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properties.The estimated maximum displacements are still considered acceptable for

this kind of application.Designed magnesium alloy wheel can reduce the weight by

32.3% compared to the aluminum alloy wheel.The wheels meet lightweight target and

meeting wheel performance, provided the basis for casting simulations.

Analysis of casting process were research based on finite element theory,with

instant filling, volume and temperature distribution data at the end of filling were

obtained.Casting process and liquid metal flow,heat transfer and mass transfer

processes are closely related,witch is a non-constant flow process with heat loss and

solidification, can be described by mass conservation and momentum conservation

equations.The heat exchange between the molten metal and the mold during the

filling process and solidification process can be described by the heat balance

equation.

Magnesium alloy casting has a narrow crystallization temperature range, high

melting point and poor fluidity.For unsteady flow calculations with free surfaces,the

key is to determine the position and movement of the free surface.We also needed to

deal with the boundary problem such as free surfaces.The shrinkage rate is large and

easy to oxidize, so the casting system is required to have a simple structure and a

cross-sectional area,making the filling fast and smooth, and has a suitable liquid

surface rising speed.Therefore, the components of the gating system are selected as

shown in Fig.3.4 below.

(a)3D model (b) meshed model

Fig. 3.4 Casting system design.

Because of sand casting, it is sufficient to set the thickness of the sand layer

directly.The meshed grid size is 2, total number of grids is about 10 million.Here we
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set the thickness of the sand layer to 40 cm and the gate surface to the gravity

direction.Set all parts to the solution range.The simulation process of magnesium

alloy wheel is analyzed.In the simulation calculation process, ambient temperature:

25oC, casting speed 1 m/s, time step size 0.001s,starting with the top casting method,

gravity acceleration 9.8m/s2.The magnesium alloy solution is injected into the sprue,

first entering the spokes and filling along the rim.Setting up the sensor in the wheel to

get the relevant casting information.

3.3.2 Wheel filling and solidification analysis

Based on the casting theory wheel casting model.Use anysolver for calculate,set

reasonable debugging and design to get the results.The analysis results were shown in

Fig.3.5.

(a) 0.5s (b) 1.5s (c) 2.5s

(d) 4.5s (e) 6.0s (f) 11s
Fig.3.5 Temperature of wheel filling.

From the casting analysis results,magnesium alloy wheel casting characteristics

were obtained.Designed magnesium alloy wheels can be processed under the

corresponding strips. In the simulation analysis, the filling process needs 11s.As can

be seen from the figure,there were no shortage of castings in the castings.The molten

metal fills the cavity smoothly,finally the riser filled.Through sand casting analysis,we

can know the filling situation at different times.The temperature of the structure can
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also be obtained at different times.Then we can make different runners and different

flow rates to get a reasonable filling condition.Make guidance for casting simulation

analysis.

By the details of the casting, we can get the different characteristics of wheel

parts.At the time of 6s, the wheel rim almost completely filled. Red circle in the above

figure were prone to have temperature unevenness and defects.The spokes of the

wheel with high temperature.The flow state and temperature field distribution of the

molten metal in the casting filling process of the wheel model at a certain casting

speed were simulated.The distribution data of the temperature at the end of filling

were obtained,provides accurate initial conditions for further casting solidification

process.

The solidification process of the casting were accompanied by complex

phenomena such as changes the temperature of the liquid metal and changes the flow

area.The solidification process was a very unstable process.Defects such as shrinkage,

under fill and cold insulation of the casting were directly related to this process. By

the solidification process simulation of the casting, we can predict the position of

shrinkage .The analysis of the solidification process of the casting were shown in

Fig.3.6.

(a) 25% (b) 45% (c) 55%

(d)75% (e) 85% (f) 100%
Fig.3.6 Wheel solidification analysis.
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In the solidification analysis, the solidification process needs 526s.In the time of

41s, 83s, 110s, 187s, 239s and 526s, the solidification process were 25%, 45%, 55%,

75%, 85% and 100%. Through the details of the casting, we can get the different

characteristics of wheel parts.In 110s in the above figure,blue part were prone to have

temperature unevenness and defects.Through solidification analysis,we can know the

solidification situation at different times.The temperature of the structure can also be

obtained at different times.Then we can make reasonable setting of simulation

conditions in combination with the casting solidification process of the wheel, make

guidelines for the actual production processing.Temperature section of casting wheel

solidification were shown in below Fig.3.7.

(a) 31s (b) 156s (c) 257s

Fig.3.7 Temperature section of wheel solidification.

Through the details of the wheel solidification, we can get the different

characteristics of wheel solidification. In the time of 97s, 239s and 318s, the

solidification process were 50%, 85% and 95%. At the time of 318s, the wheel rim

almost completely solidified.As can be seen from the figure,there were no shortage in

the castings.Red circle in the above figure were prone to have temperature unevenness

and defects.These places should be pay attention during production.The fluctuation of

the molten metal during the wheel solidification process were observed.The flow state

and temperature field distribution of the molten metal in the casting solidification

process of the wheel model at a certain casting speed were simulated.The distribution

data of the temperature at the end of solidification were obtained,provides accurate

initial conditions for further numerical simulation and production.
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3.4 Casting optimization of the wheel

3.4.1 Optimization of the wheel casting model

By simulating the filling and solidification process of the original casting model,

it is necessary to do casting optimization and reduce the shrinkage defects[29-31].The

simulation results of the initial process can be seen. The temperature in the middle of

the wheel disc were prone to have temperature unevenness and defects.Aiming at

reducing defects, process optimization design of casting riser structure.Reduce the

probability of defects in castings, improve the quality of castings.Casting optimization

were shown in below Fig.3.8.

(a)Target: Reduce shrinkage (b) Method: Improve riser

Fig.3.8 Casting optimization.

The models of the optimized wheel casting designs combined with structural

design criteria and related parameters are shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Different wheel casting Riser.

Through analysis and comparison, better casting model were obtained.Therefore,

the components of the gating system are selected as shown in Fig.3.9 below.

Wheel casting

Riser amount 2 4 6 8

Casting design
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(a)3D model (b) meshed model (c) sensor

Fig.3.9 Casting system design.

3.4.2 Wheel casting analysis

By the same way and conditions, it is sufficient to set the thickness of the sand

layer directly.The meshed grid size is 2, total number of grids is about 10 million.Here

we set the thickness of the sand layer to 40 cm and the gate surface to the gravity

direction.Set all parts to the solution range.The wheel is filling from top to bottom.

The gravity casting process is carried out without any external force. The same

method were used to obtain the simulation characteristics of filling and

solidification.The analysis results were shown in Fig.3.10.

(a) 0.5s (b) 1.5s (c) 2.5s

(d) 4.5s (e) 6.0s (f) 11s

Fig.3.10 Temperature of wheel filling.
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By casting analysis results, optimized magnesium alloy wheel casting

characteristics were obtained.Designed magnesium alloy wheels can be processed

under the corresponding strips. In the simulation analysis, the filling process needs

11s.As can be seen from the figure,there were no shortage of castings in the

castings.The molten metal fills the cavity smoothly,finally the riser filled.Through

sand casting analysis,we can know the filling situation at different times.The

temperature of the structure can also be obtained at different times.Then we can make

different runners and different flow rates to get a reasonable filling condition.Make

guidance for casting simulation analysis.By the details of the casting, we can get the

different characteristics of wheel parts.At the time of 6s, the wheel rim almost

completely filled.The spokes of the wheel with high temperature.The flow state and

temperature field distribution of the molten metal in the casting filling process of the

wheel model at a certain casting speed were simulated.The distribution data of the

temperature at the end of filling were obtained,provides accurate initial conditions for

further casting solidification process.

Using the same method, we analyzed the solidification of the wheel casting.By

the solidification process simulation of the casting, we can predict the temperature

and other details.The analysis of the solidification process of the casting were shown

in Fig.3.11.
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(a) 35% (b) 55% (c) 75%

(d) 85% (e) 95% (f) 100%

Fig.3.11 Wheel solidification analysis.

In the solidification analysis, the solidification process were 35%, 55%, 75%,

85%, 95% and 100%. Through the details of the casting, we can get the different

characteristics of wheel parts.At the percentage of 95% in the above figure,blue part

were prone to have temperature unevenness and defects.Through solidification

analysis,we can know the solidification situation at different times.The temperature of

the structure can also be obtained at different times.Then we can make reasonable

setting of simulation conditions in combination with the casting solidification process

of the wheel.

Through the analysis of shrinkage during solidification, we can get wheel

solidification shrink.The fastest shrinking place is 2.3092C/s.Through the analysis of

the cooling rate in different shrinkage analysis, we can get the defects easily during

the solidification process. Wheel solidification shrink were shown in below Fig.3.12.
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(a) (b)

Fig.3.12 Wheel solidification shrink.

Through the details of the wheel solidification, we can get the different

characteristics of wheel solidification. At the percentage of 95%, the wheel rim almost

completely solidified.As can be seen from the figure,there were no shortage in the

castings.After optimization, the defects are significantly reduced.Reasonable casting

model could be obtained by optimized model.Wheel solidification process were

shown in below Fig.3.13.

(a) 8 riser (b) 6 riser
Fig.3.13 Wheel solidification.

The solidification process affects subsequent process performance, performance

and life,it has very important research significance. From solidification analysis of

AZ91D magnesium alloy, a solid solution starts to form and heat is released at the

same time.As the solidification progresses sensor, the wheel spoke first tend to

stabilize, then the wheel border tend to stabilize, at last wheel rim tend to stabilize.

From cooling rate of casting model, analysis of different cooling rate positions can
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obtain the solidification characteristics of each part.Comparison of wheel casting

model were shown in below Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Comparison of wheel casting model.

Through the simulation in the casting process, a rational casting model is

established for the casting process.Combined with above analysis results and compare

the casting models,red circle in the original design were prone to have temperature

unevenness and defects,the final design model have fewer uneven temperature and

fewer defects. In the solidification analysis, the solidification process before

optimization needs 526s,the optimized solidification process needs less. Compared

with the different casting processes, the magnesium alloy wheel final

design casting process reduced the time. By redesign riser model to get the suitable

casting model,target of reduce shrinkage were obtained.Comparing the model before

and after to get the optimal casting model.Optimized magnesium alloy wheel casting

model were shown to have better casting performance than original design while

meeting casting criteria. Therefore, in addition to studying the casting and materials

characteristics, it is critical to optimize the weight of magnesium alloy wheels and the

wheel casting process performance.

Comparison

Original
design

Final
design
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3.5 Conclusions

In summary of the detailed researched, the results of the simulations led to the

following conclusions:

(1) This research design a new model of magnesium alloy wheel.Topology

optimization were used to ensure the wheel lightweight design,designed magnesium

alloy wheel were 32% lighter compared to aluminum alloy wheel. Using finite

element analysis for performance of the wheel strength and modal correlation

analysis,magnesium alloy wheel better performance were proved.

(2) Casting of magnesium alloy wheels is a complicated process.Through the

simulation in the casting process, a rational casting model is established for the

casting process.The rationality of lightweight design of magnesium alloy wheels and

casting model were verified. By simulation analysis of the wheel casting,the

distribution data of different parts of the wheel at different times were obtained. By

optimization of the casting model to get the final suitable casting model.Comparing

the model before and after optimization to get the optimal casting model.

Our study opens avenues for the next generation of wheel design and casting.

The actual casting of the wheel castings were simulated and the change law were

obtained, which also played an exemplary role in the engineering application of

numerical simulation technology and production.
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Chapter 4 Optimization of Magnesium Alloy Wheel

Dynamic Impact Performance
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4.1 Introduction

Recently, with the increasingly stringent regulatory requirements for energy

conservation and emission reduction, there has been a significant increase in the use

of magnesium as a structural material because of the lightness of magnesium alloys.

Magnesium alloys are structural materials with favorable properties such as low

density, high specific strength, high specific stiffness, good vibration dampening

characteristics, and excellent castability, and have been extensively studied. The use

of magnesium material in cars will increase by 15% (~227 kg) by 2020 based on

future projections for magnesium[1-2]. In addition, magnesium alloys are well known

damping materials[3-6]. Therefore, magnesium alloys are very attractive for

application in the automotive industry for the development of lightweight automotive

vehicles to meet energy saving and environmental protection requirements.

The finite elements method is currently one of the fastest developing and most

popular numerical methods used in the aviation, automotive, shipbuilding,

manufacturing, and electrotechnics industries[7-10]; many contemporary industrial

fields; and also modern technologies supported by computers[11-12]. The demand for

ride comfort has also increased, therefore numerous studies have focused on its

improvement[13-15]. Modal correlation is now a well-established discipline and the

finite elements method is an equivalent way of assessing modal models and

describing the dynamic behavior of a system. Studies have shown that the density of

mobile dislocation and dislocation movement influence the damping capacity of

magnesium and magnesium alloys, and the mobile dislocation movement under stress

dissipates a large amount of the vibration energy, making it an important source of the

high damping capacity of magnesium alloy[16-20]. Ji-Hun Bae[21] studied a wheel

with high damping capacity without compromising it structural stiffness.

In this work good damping capacity was demonstrated for AZ91 magnesium

alloy. Theoretical models were applied and experimental results showed damping with

nonlinearity characteristics. The rational testing and characterization of the damping

capacity of AZ91 magnesium alloy carried out in this research demonstrates the
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damping advantages of magnesium alloys. The favorable damping characteristics of

AZ91 magnesium alloy were demonstrated through the comparison of AZ91

magnesium alloy, 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, and SPFH540 steel. The wheel responses

for different materials and damping ratios were evaluated. Design optimization is a

powerful tool for machinery design, and can produce the best blueprint for structural

design. In this work, the wheel structure topology optimization method is used to

optimize the wheel design, to satisfy the lightweight and dynamic impact performance

requirements. The structure of the wheel spokes was altered in combination with the

characteristics of structural damping, to design different wheel structures, and the

vibration damping performance was analyzed. Consequently, the designed magnesium

alloy wheel was shown to have improved ride comfort while satisfying the

requirements of wheel structural performance standards and lightweight design.

4.2 Dynamic impact theory and method

In this study, AZ91 magnesium alloy, 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, and SPFH540

steel were used for material vibration analysis. Analysis and experiments were also

carried out to analyze the damping ratio and the material damping mechanism. Three

materials were used for the analysis and calculations as listed in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 The properties of aluminum, steel, and magnesium.

Material properties
Aluminum

(6061-T6)

Magnesium

(AZ91)

Steel

(SPFH540)

Density (kg/m³) 2700 1830 7850

Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) 69 45 210

Poisson ratio 0.33 0.35 0.3

Yield strength (GPa) 0.276 0.16 0.355

(a) Mechanical properties of aluminum, steel, and magnesium

Material
Magnesium

(%)

Aluminum

(%)

Zinc

(%)

Manganese

(%)

Silicon

(%)

Iron

(%)

Other

elements

(%)

Magnesium

(AZ91)
Remainder 8.3-9.7

0.35-

1.0
0.15-0.5 0.1 max

0.004

max
0.3 max

(b) Composition of Magnesium alloy

Material
Aluminum

(%)

Silicon

(%)

Iron

(%)

Copper

(%)

Magnesium

(%)

Zinc

(%)

Other

elements

(%)

Aluminum

(6061-T6)
Remainder 0.4-0.81

0.7

max
0.15-0.4 0.8-1.2

0.25

max

0.15

max

(c) Composition of Aluminum alloy

The composition of the AZ91 magnesium alloy and 6061 aluminum alloy and

their thermomechanical treatment were considered. The thermal properties of AZ91

magnesium alloy were: melting temperature, ~533°C; specific heat capacity, 1020

J/(kg·K); thermal conductivity, 51 W/(m·K). The thermal properties of 6061

aluminum alloy were: melting temperature, ~585°C; thermal conductivity, 151–202

W/(m·K); specific heat capacity, 897 J/(kg·K). These properties combined with the

material properties to influence our findings[22-27].

Magnesium alloys are light metal materials. The damping of magnesium and

AZ91 magnesium alloy at room temperature is primarily dislocation damping.

Currently, a classic theory to illustrate the dislocation damping mechanism is the

Granato–Lücke dislocation damping theory[28-29]. Numerous researchers have tested

the damping properties of various magnesium and magnesium alloy materials with

different structures (such as porous structure), and have obtained a variety of
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performances related to damping. The examples also include the damping material for

performance research such as vibration and frequency response[30-35]. The

performance test data characteristics are essentially in line with the G-L dislocation

pinning theory model.

The vibration system can vibrate according to its natural frequency when the

object leaves the equilibrium position under the action of external force, and no longer

requires the role of an external force. This vibration that is not under the action of an

external force is known as free vibration. The period of free vibration is called the

natural period. The frequency at which vibration is free is called the natural frequency

and is determined by the conditions of the vibration system, independent of amplitude.

When the frequency of the driving force is equal to the natural frequency of the object,

the amplitude reaches the maximum, which is the resonance.

In a damped free vibration system, the vibration equation of the system can be

calculated. The forced vibration equation under the simple harmonic excitation of the

single degree of freedom system is as follows:

)(tfkxxcmx 


(4-1)

In the equation, f(t) is the force acting on the system, m is mass, c is viscosity,

and k is the spring constant. Performing the Laplace transform on both sides of the

above equation gives:

)()()( 2 sFsXkcssm  (4-2)

In the equation： jws  is the Laplace transform factor;


 

0
)()( dtetxsX st is the transformation of displacement

response;


 

0
)()( dtetfsF st is the transformation of f(t).

kcsmssZ  2)( (4-3)

It has a stiffness property known as the system dynamic stiffness. The reciprocal

is known as the transfer function. Combined with the above equation, H(s) can be

expressed.
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For the actual vibration system, the transfer function is the ratio of the vibration

system measuring point x(t) and the system incentive point f(t). Using jω instead of s

does not lead to loss of information useful to the system. Therefore, Fourier

transforms are performed on both sides of the equation to obtain:

)()()( wFwHwX  (4-5)

The velocity transfer function and acceleration transfer function of the system

are available:

jwcmwk
jw

wF
wXwH V


 2)(

)()( (4-6)
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2
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The material properties were studied based on the theory related. Combination

with the attenuation waveform to obtain vibration characteristics, allowed the ratio of

the absolute values of two adjacent amplitudes in a half cycle to be calculated. The

ratio of the absolute values of two adjacent amplitudes was the waveform attenuation

coefficient. Curves of free decay vibration are shown in Fig.4.1, the damping ratio 

can be calculated using the following equation:

1

log
2
1




n

n
e a
a


 (4-8)

Fig.4.1 Curves of free decay vibration. Fig.4.2 Diagram of resonant peak.

The frequency-sweeping method is also used for testing the damping of material,
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as shown in Fig.4.2. When the frequency-sweeping method is used for testing the

damping of material, a resonance peak appears near the resonance frequency and

related parameters can be calculated.

4.3 Establishing the wheel dynamic impact model

4.3.1 Wheel dynamic impact model

The wheel spokes, disc, and rim are the main parts of a wheel. When designing

wheels, safety and engineering standards must be considered. Design optimization is a

powerful tool for machinery design, and can establish the best method for structural

design. In wheel design and optimization, the lightest weight is the optimal design

goal[36-38]. The wheel structure was optimized based on optimization theory. Wheel

models are shown in Fig.4.3.

(a) 3D model (b) FE model

Fig.4.3 Magnesium alloy wheel.

In order to estimate the damping performance of the wheel, a vibration test was

carried out. The use of experimental modal analysis methods to identify modal

parameters of mechanical components with complex structures is also important for

understanding their dynamic characteristics. It is possible to obtain modal parameters

such as the natural frequency of the complex structure in the free state and the

constrained state, as well as the corresponding mode shapes, and the results of the

experimental analysis are extremely accurate. Analysis of the performance of the

designed wheel was carried out in addition to the analysis of the materials and the
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vibration characteristics of the wheel.

4.3.2 Material properties

In the damping test, the impact load is imposed on the test specimen and the

waveform of the free decay vibration is obtained. The damping test of the different

materials is outlined in Fig.4.4 below.

Fig.4.4 Damping verification plate.

Fig.4.5 Vibration amplitudes of magnesium alloy, aluminum alloy, and steel.

Based on the vibration results data for the damping ratio in Fig.4.5, and

combining the two methods, the damping ratio of the AZ91 magnesium alloy was

calculated to be ~0.01081, the damping ratio of 6061 aluminum alloy was ~0.00695,

and the damping ratio of SPFH540 steel was ~0.00471. Comparison of the damping

ratios shows that the AZ91 magnesium alloy had the best damping characteristics.

4.3.3 Wheel dynamic impact analysis model verification

Model verification is necessary for finite element analysis. A vibration test was
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carried out in order to estimate the damping performance of the wheel. Free

suspension is more repeatable than using a flexible support, as it does not introduce

the vibration of the supporting gantry or the surrounding experimental environment.

The wheel structure as a whole is a symmetrical structure, when determining the

stimulus and response points, it can be selected in a symmetrical manner. An impact

hammer and accelerator were used, by hanging the wheel in the air to set the

boundary condition free, using LMS for signal acquisition. In order to ensure the

accuracy of the test results, the vibration data was collected multiple times for each

test and the frequency response function of each test point was obtained using

computer software calculations. The vibration test was carried out as shown in Fig.4.6

below.

(a) (b)

Fig.4.6 Wheel modal test.

The comparison of the computational results and the experimental results is

shown in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of computational and experimental data.

(a)

Mode 1 Experimental (Hz) Computational(Hz) Error

1 474.5 466.1 1.8%

2 480.4 494.3 2.7%

3 948.1 954.8 0.6%

4 948.5 959.1 1.1%

5 1582.8 1489.2 5.9%

(b)

It can be seen from the mode shape diagram that the mode shape of the wheel is

primarily on the wheel rim, the low-order mode shapes were distributed on both sides

of the rim, and the high-order mode shapes were distributed in the middle of the rim.

As the natural frequency increases, the mode shape of the wheel structure becomes

increasingly complex. The error between the computational and experimental result

was within 10%, demonstrating the agreement between the model and test. The modal

analysis evaluates the natural frequency, mode shape, and other related parameters of

Computational

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

Experimental

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5
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the object, which are the essential properties of any object with invariance and

stability. Therefore, the finite element model was verified by modal experimental

analysis and the dynamic impact performance comparison of different damping

material wheels such as AZ91 magnesium alloy, 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, and

SPFH540 steel could be carried out.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Wheel dynamic impact performance analysis results

The vibration response of the AZ91 magnesium alloy and 6061-T6 aluminum

alloy were calculated by the frequency response analysis method. Vibration response

results of the two materials under the same excitation load can be obtained. This

research is primarily focused on the vertical road direction excitation and response.

When applying vibration excitation to the center of the wheel with a vertical road

surface, the response position is the other side of the vertical road surface where the

wheel excitation point is symmetrical. An input load of 1 N with varying frequency

was applied at the wheel application point. Constraints were established on the wheel

rotary table. A magnesium alloy wheel and excitation load application in the finite

element model of the wheel are shown in Fig.4.7 and 4.8 respectively.

Fig.4.7 Magnesium alloy wheel. Fig.4.8 Wheel response model.

Through the comparative analysis of the vibration acceleration and the velocity

of the identical position vibration response points at the center of the wheels made of

the two materials, it was determined that the AZ91 magnesium alloy wheel damping
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and vibration damping performance was good. The wheel response characteristics are

shown in Fig.4.9 and 4.10.

(a) Magnesium alloy a

(b) Magnesium alloy v

(c) Aluminum alloy a

(d) Aluminum alloy v

Fig.4.9 The results of simulations.
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(a) (b)

Fig.4.10 Wheel response results comparison.

The spectrograms of the corresponding vibration and acceleration are shown in

Fig.4.10. The frequency responses were analyzed and the velocity and acceleration

results were obtained. The vibration response of the cover of the two materials is

mainly determined by the stiffness, damping ratio, and excitation frequency. These

results show that the vibration characteristics of the wheel are different under different

damping ratios. Comparisons among the different results:

(1) While ensuring lightweight conditions, magnesium alloy wheels give

acceleration and velocity changes similar to those for aluminum alloy wheels. The

magnesium alloy wheel acceleration peak was 4.6 m/s2 as shown in Fig.4.9 (a), the

velocity peak was 1.2×10−3 m/s as shown in Fig.4.9 (b). The magnesium alloy

frequency response was in an acceptable range compared with aluminum alloy. The

influence of the damping ratio on the wheel was studied based on the damping

characteristics.

(2) Using the AZ91 magnesium alloy material with high damping ratio is

effective for vibration reduction. The 6061-T6 aluminum alloy acceleration peak was

4.3 m/s2 and the velocity peak was 1.1×10−3 m/s. Aluminum alloy wheels showed

better vibration performance than magnesium alloy wheels with the same structure.

Therefore, the optimization of magnesium alloy wheel dynamic impact performance

is important.
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4.4.2 Wheel structure design optimization to improve structural

damping

The objective function is the maximum damping coefficient, the design variable

is the bending inertia coefficient and area in x and y directions, they can be obtained

by changing the size in the S-shaped structure.

KMC   (4-8)

In the equation, l is the amount of offset center in S type.  ,  is damping

coefficient. M,K is mass matrix and stiffness matrix.The constraint is the a points.In

the formula above, by changing the structure size, the final maximum damping

characteristics can be obtained.









               1 or  1     Constraint
  Max      Objective 

,, variable that Find 




＞：

：
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(4-9)

The effect of altering the wheel structures was evaluated in combination with the

different damping properties of the structures. Based on the relevant theoretical

knowledge, the modal and frequency response performance of the bending structure

model will change. The offset positions are indicated in Fig.4.11.

(a) (b)

Fig.4.11 Structural optimization.

Table 4.3 shows the size of the adjustments.
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Table 4.3 Wheel optimization.

The models of the optimized wheel designs combined with structural design

criteria and stress-strain related parameters are shown in Fig.4.12.

Wheel a Wheel b Wheel c

Wheel d Wheel e Wheel f

Fig.4.12 Different wheel structures.

Combining the wheel structure damping characteristics and material damping

characteristics, the frequency response and vibration related performance of wheels

with different structures are shown in Fig.4.13 and Fig.4.14.

(a)

Name Wheel a Wheel b Wheel c Wheel d Wheel e Wheel f

Size L/mm 0 5 7.5 10 12.5 15
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(b)

Fig.4.13 The results of the optimized wheel simulation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig.4.14 Different wheel analysis results.

From the overall analysis results in Fig.4.12–4.14, it was found that the Fig.4.12

wheel b structure reduced both acceleration and velocity effectively, which could

result in enhanced ride comfort and a better vibration performance. Replacing

6061-T6 aluminum alloy with the lightweight material AZ91 magnesium alloy

resulted in a 76.7% weight reduction. Based on the results above, considering both the

material and structural characteristics:
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(1) Based on the damping characteristics and the wheel structure, vibration

performance analyses of different wheel structures were obtained. Magnesium alloy

wheel b acceleration and velocity data are included in Fig.4.13 (a) and Fig.4.13 (b).

(2) The response characteristics of the wheel were obtained by changing the

wheel structure. When the wheel structure was a, b, c, d, e, and f in Fig.4.12, the

acceleration peak was 4.6, 3.7, 4.1, 3.9, 4.2, and 4.1 m/s2, respectively, as shown in

Fig.4.14 (a). The velocity of the different damping ratios was 1.2×10−3, 9.7×10−4,

1.1×10−3, 1.1×10−3, 1.2×10−3, and 1.2×10−3 m/s, respectively, as shown in Fig.4.14 (b).

This demonstrates that the acceleration and velocity performance can be altered by

changing the magnesium alloy wheel structure. Magnesium alloy wheel b was the

best structure tested in terms of vibration performance.

(3) Using a magnesium alloy structure with bent wheel spokes can effectively

reduce vibration. Fig.4.14 (a) shows that, compared with the original magnesium

alloy wheel design (a), magnesium alloy wheel b reduced the acceleration by 19.5%

and the velocity by 19.1%. When bending of the wheel spokes was continued—wheel

c, wheel d, wheel e, and wheel f—the acceleration and velocity rose. Magnesium

alloy wheel b, which showed higher damping ratio, is expected to show better

vibration performance. Table 4.4 shows the wheel performance comparison.
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Table 4.4 Wheel performance comparison.

Wheel performance
Improvement

/%

Weight/kg

Magnesium Alloy 4.0 _

Aluminum Alloy 5.9 32.3

Steel 17.2 76.7

Aluminum alloy 4.3 13.9

Vibration

Acceleration/ m/s2

Magnesium Alloy 4.6 19.5

Magnesium Alloy

(Optimized wheel b)
3.7 _

Aluminum alloy 1.1e-3 11.8

Velocity/m/s

Magnesium Alloy 1.2e-3 19.1

Magnesium Alloy

(Optimized wheel b)
9.7e-4 _

Based on material damping and structural damping, combined with stress and

total deformation analysis, the most significant structure was found to be the Fig.4.12

wheel b structure. The wheel structure meet the static force test requirements when

the structure of the magnesium alloy wheel b acceleration peak was 3.7 m/s2 and the

velocity peak was 9.7×10−4 m/s. Compared with the aluminum alloy wheel, the

magnesium alloy wheel b reduced the acceleration by 13.9% and the velocity by

11.8%. Optimized magnesium alloy wheels were shown to have better vibration

performance than aluminum alloy wheels while meeting lightweight design criteria.

Therefore, in addition to studying the damping characteristics, it is critical to optimize

the weight of magnesium alloy wheels and the vibration reduction performance.

4.5 Conclusions

In order to improve the ride comfort and reduce the weight of automotive

vehicles, we designed a magnesium alloy wheel based on structural optimization and

dynamic impact performance. In summary of the detailed researched, the results of
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the simulations and experiments led to the following conclusions:

(1) Study of the damping properties of the materials showed favorable damping

properties for the magnesium alloy material. Based on the findings of structural

optimization and dynamic impact theory, magnesium alloy wheels were designed and

manufactured. Compared with the aluminum alloy wheel, the magnesium alloy wheel

design can reduce the weight by 32.3%. The designed wheels meet the lightweight

requirements in comparison with aluminum wheels, which is expected to increase ride

comfort by reducing vibrations.

(2) Damping test methods for the magnesium alloy sample were designed to

obtain the damping performance parameters of the magnesium alloy material. Finite

element analysis models of the magnesium alloy wheels were established with certain

boundary conditions and constraints. The applicability of the model was verified by

the free modal experiments on the wheel. Dynamic impact simulation analysis of the

designed wheels was carried out, and the dynamic speed response of magnesium alloy

wheels under the impact of a dynamic load on the road surface was obtained.

(3) By defining the structural parameters of the magnesium alloy wheel and

taking the acceleration and shock response of the wheel as the output, structural

design optimization of the wheel was carried out to obtain the optimal magnesium

alloy wheel structural parameters. The target of lightweight and high dynamic impact

performance magnesium alloy wheels was achieved through optimization. Compared

with the aluminum alloy wheel, the optimized magnesium alloy wheel b reduced the

acceleration by 13.9% and the velocity by 11.8%, which is expected to increase ride

comfort while satisfying the requirements for a lightweight wheel.

Our study opens avenues for the next generation of wheel design. This technique

can be applied to a multitude of machine components to enhance various structure

vibration performance values. We believe that our analysis can also be used to

enhance the response of vibration reduction and lightweight wheel design. We hope

that our results will instigate a resurgence of interest in the application of damping

material for wheels and motivate future exploration of the effect of other types of

structures on wheel vibration behavior.
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5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, through the study of magnesium alloy materials, combined with the

idea of lightweight design, a reasonable magnesium alloy wheel was designed and

optimized. Research on casting analysis of magnesium alloy wheel and reasonable

casting model were obtained. Dynamic performance analysis of magnesium alloy

wheel were studied. We can get the following conclusions:

In Chapter 2, we design a new model of vehicle wheel and optimize the structure

for lightweight. Through measuring and analyzing designed model under static force,

clear and useful topology optimization result were obtained. Comparing wheel

performance before and after optimization, the optimized wheel structure compliance

with conditions such as strength can be obtained. Considering three different materials

namely magnesium alloy, aluminum alloy and steel, the stress and strain

performances of each materials can be obtained by finite element analysis. The

reasonable and superior of magnesium alloy wheel for lightweight design were

obtained. This research predicts the reliability of the optimization design, some

valuable references are provided for the development of magnesium alloy wheel.

In Chapter 3, study on the properties of magnesium alloy materials, we designed

reasonable casting model, instant filling and solidification data were obtained. Aiming

at reducing casting defects, process optimization of casting riser structure were

designed. Optimized casting process could reduce the probability of defects in

castings, improve the quality of castings.Through the simulation and optimization in

the casting process, provided a rational design for the casting process.On the basis of

the foundation, it has important guiding significance for actual foundry production.

In Chapter 4, analysis of dynamic performance of magnesium alloy wheels.

Damping test methods were designed to establish the damping performance

parameters of the magnesium alloy material. A finite element analysis model of

magnesium alloy wheels was established with certain boundary conditions and

constraints. The applicability of the model was verified by free modal evaluation of

the wheel. Dynamic impact simulation analysis of the designed wheels was carried
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out and the dynamic speed responses of magnesium alloy wheels under the impact of

a dynamic load on the road surface were obtained. Comparing the dynamic impact

performance of magnesium and aluminum alloy wheels with the same structure,

showed that the magnesium alloy wheel achieved the target weight reduction of

32.3%, however the dynamic impact performance was reduced. In order to realize the

lightweight design, the dynamic impact performance of the magnesium alloy wheel

should not be inferior to that of the aluminum alloy wheel, therefore the design of the

magnesium alloy wheel structure was optimized. The structural design optimization

of the magnesium alloy wheel was carried out by defining the structural parameters of

the wheel and using the acceleration and shock response of the wheel as the outputs.

The optimization of weight reduction and dynamic impact performance of magnesium

alloy wheels was achieved.

5.2 Recommendation

In this study, a reasonable magnesium alloy wheel was designed. In the future

structural design, design the magnesium alloy wheel with diversify structure, make it

more beautiful. Further consider the actual driving conditions. Considering the

conditions of acceleration and braking of the car, the analysis of the simulation of the

wheel can be more comprehensive. It can better reflect the situation of the wheel in

actual use.

Research on casting analysis of magnesium alloy wheel and reasonable casting

model were obtained. The numerical simulation of the micro structure of the material

can be carried out to further understand the sand casting process. It can be more

conducive to the study of magnesium alloy materials.

Dynamic and vibration performance advantages of magnesium alloy wheel were

studied. The noise research related to magnesium alloy wheel can be simulated and

tested, and the characteristics of magnesium alloy wheel in noise reduction and their

possible advantages can be studied.
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